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November 9, 1961

Dr. John s. Allen, President
University of South Florida
Temple Terrace
Tampa, Florida
Dear Sir: I
.....

Pursuant t~ the obligations imposed upon it by the provisions
of Chapter/61-62, · Florida Statutes 1961, the Florida Legislative
Investig~tion Committee will, in the near future, hold one or
more public hearings in regard to the infiltration into state
agencies by practicing homosexuals and the policies of various
state agencies, including your department, in dealing with this
problem. Past investigations by this Committee and its predecessor committees, have assembled information which satisfies the
Committee that the problem is a substantial one which demands
corrective action.
In undertaking this investigation, it ·will not be the purpose
of the Committee to receive any evidence in regard to the extent of this problem in our various state institutions. Neither
will it be the purpose of this Committee to identify or single
out any homosexual. The purpose of this investigation is to
gather evidence in regard to the policies, or non-existance of
' policies of our various state agencies in coping with this
problem. This information is 1sought by the Committee for the
purpose of determining whether; or not legislative action can
be taken which will result in !the adoption of changes in the
law and administrative policies to discourage homosexuals from
seel{ing employment in our various state agencies and which will
also enable the responsible administrative of ficials to remove
practicing homosexuals from their agencies when they are detected.
It will not be the pu r pos e of the Conunittee in undertaking
this investigation to single out any single department or any
administrator for blame or censure in regard to the manner in
which this problem has been handled in the past. The Committee
feels that the responsibleadministrative officers of our
various state agencies are in a better position to have information and knowledge as to wha t means may be adopted to cope
more effectively with this problem than anyone else.

I:
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In connection with this investigation, the Committee needs
and wants, not only information regarding what policies have
been, and are now, in effect in the various state agencies,
but in addition thereto, the affirmative suggestions of responsible state administrators for formulating a more effective
manner of handling this problem by way of statutory amendment,
as well as administrative policy,
You, as a responsible administrative officer of the State of
Florida, as well as many others, may be called upon to assist
the Committee in this undertaking by appearing before it and
giving what information and suggestions you may have. It will
be the purpose of the Committee to conduct this investigation
on a very high level of dignity without injuriously affecting
any state department or administrative officer thereof. The
Committee needs and wants your cooperation in this matter. It
would be greatly appreciated if you could communicate with the
Committee in writing prior to the Committee's hearings, stating
your knowledge of past and present policies, if any, in your
department concerning this matter and your suggestions for improvement thereon.
Your response within ten days will be greatly appreciated.
Very truly yours,

',

t-!Gy 22, 1962

Or. M.A. Borton
1900 Almeria Way South
St. Petenburg 12, Florida

Dear Dr. Barton:

Thank you for your note of May 18th. It Ia
good to hear from loyal friends In these trying times.

a ..

situation . . . . tO have arisen from a
small group of people who are eKtrem~ly COMBrwtlve
In their religious and palltlcal vlewa. I do not get
the lmprealon that this Ia o wlde-apNOd situation,
and I trust that the true character of ow faculty and
the USF program will emerge for the public .•

Sincerely,

John S. Allen
President

M. A. :BARTON, M.D.
~· -

~.

s 1:

M . A. BARTON , M.D.

:
1900 Alme ria Way South
;: St. Pete rsburg 12, Florida

--:::'

:=
~

December 12, 196 1'

Senator Charley E. JohN, Chairman
Florida le gisl~tive Investigation Committee
Tallahassee, Florida

Dear Senator :
Jn responce to your letter of November 9tb, may I call your attention to the
policy of the Boord of Control, copy of which you have received, and to which we
subscribe. You and we are dealing ~tth a difficult problem, and I hope tha t by
exchqnge of information we ca n be h~lpfu l to each other. I hope that a positive
approach wH I ·e nable us to keep the problem of Infiltration fnto state agencies by
pract icing homosexuals under control.
.
I shou ld like to describe brie fl y to you our proctlce In the e mployme nt of
fa cul ty. Be cause we ore new and growing rapid ly, we hove emp ~oyed a la rge number
of new faculty, who have come to us from aft· parts of the country . The largest
group has coma from sta te universities of the south and middle west. We, of course,
require ·refe'rences from these faculty members, and almolt without exception, there
will be someone already on our staff who knows one or more of these references, or
has a penono l acquaintance In the lns~ ltution from which the candid te comes. ·We
make it our practice to conta'c t these personal acquaintances to get Information about
our prospective faculty members. '
We have also Insisted on personal Interviews with every faculty member.
Some of them have come here, ·a nd In other cases our deans have met these ·cancUdates when they have gone on recruiting trips. '
In addition to letters of reference, · we have also used telephone calls as a
·
further check.
We are ·trying In every way to be alert to this pr~m and hope that we are
succeuful In our efforts.
.
·
J
With best wishes.
Sincerely,

John S • A lien
President

---

\

August 30, 1962

Mrs. Juanita H. Wllllama
1901 Brlghtwaten Boulevard
St .• Petersburg, Florida
Dear Mn. Will lama:
Tha nk you for your letter of August 28th.
I concur with your tentlments, and I am glod to knoW ·
that you are writing to Senator Young.
· ·
With best. wishes.

Sincerely,
John S. Allen
President
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May 28, 1962

Judge Monroe W. 'Trelman
County Judge, Hernando County
Brooksville, Florida

O.or Monroe:
ThankJ for ~ending me eopy of your letter
of May 24th to the Board of Control. Y04Jr point Ia
well taken. I will talk with PI further about It
when I lee y04J •.

Sincerely,
John S. Allen
Pre•ldent
I

MONROE W. TREIMAN
COUNTY JUD G E , HllRNANDo: CoUNTY

BROOKSVILLE, FLORI·DA
P . 0 . BOX 322

ay 24 , 19 2

I"HONE 7116-3!5!58

Board o Control
State of Florida
Tallahassee , Florida
Gentlemen:
The ditorlal "Two Qu .... stions from USF" in the Tampa Tribune of May 23 ,
1962 , rai ses questions of vital significanc e t:O the higher educational
system of the State of Florida .

andling of complaints by parents, students, or staff should be
through channels; short cuts should not occ ur .

The

I eel strongly that the Board of Control and the legislative investigating
committee should work out a procedure by which the ·c ommittee would enter
the sc~ne only a fter com plaints had gone through the channe ls thus laid
out .

Any other procedure will damage Florida's bid to be recognized as a superior
s ·t ate in the field of education.
Sincerely ,

Monroe

T/mrt
cc:
Honore.ble Farri s Bryant
IX . JohnS . Alle n
Tampa Tribune

• Treiman

June 5, 1962

Mn. E.R. Mack
3001 Lawn Avenue
Tampa 11 1 Florida

Dear Mn. Mack:
•

Thank you far your nice letter and for the contribution to the tk.lverstty of South Florida foundation.
It Is heartening to receive such support in these troublous
times.
I agree with you that proper channels should be
fallowed and had this been. dane, I believe we would
have arrived at the tame cancluslan as we wtll by this
method, but with much leu pain and trouble .

Sincerely,

JohnS. Allen
President

3001 Law n Avenue
Tampa 11, Florida

Dear Sirs,
I just want to be counted on the
record as deploring this present "witch hunt"
on t he campus.
In future, when complaints are
to be made, I hope the proper channe ls will be
followed. This area is proud of our new
university. It may suffer "growing painB 11
occasionally, but I feel sure those pains can
be ironed out by its very capable, levelheaded leaders.
Enclosed is my small contribution to the Foundation, but with it goes all
of my good faith in a solid, sound and brilli a nt
future for our beautiful university.

M~ s. E. R. Mack

June 5, 1962

Dr. Lewis B. Mayhew
Professor of Education
School of Education
Stanford University
Stanford, California

•

Decir Lews
Many thanks for your letter of May 29th.
As I review the yRr with Mr. Wenner, last fall he see
:to be antiFascist, and then in the winter some tii'1'Mi he shift,ed to ·become thti ~nivenity's
"great anti-communist." Thi• leaves me in doubt as to. what he reall y ·is.
The Johns Committee is about to conclude its investigation. They seem
to undentand Mr . Wenner as well as we do, and I do not anticipate any difficulty
concerning Mt . Wenner'sstatus with the University. However, should it arise,
I would be glad to call on you for an appropriate statement.
These, of coul18, have been troublous times, which have taken a lot of
our energy and efforts away from things that could be more constructive for the
Univenlty. ' However, our troubles have provided tW~sons for rallying to alma
mater, which the students and some of the facul ty did not seem to have before
this.
We have had many good things happening to us which, when taken In
the long view, will be more significant, I think. For example, two medical
schools, two law schools, and one f70duate school have a Iready agreed to con,lder us as a new Institution rather than an unaccredited institution, and they
will take our waduotes who qualify without any question, Just as il they were
from an accredited Institution. When we become eligible for accredi totion,
then we must stand or fall on whether we receive accreditation.
O ur development program Is beginning to get underway, and it looks
as if we will have much more activity In thls area than we have had heretofore,
with endowments getting started for the University.

I

\

\
''

Page 12

Dr. Lewis B..; Mayhew

June 5, 1962

We had anotl:ter Informal visit from a Southern Association team about
a month ago, a nd their Informal report was very glowing and favorable. The
formal report has not yet reached us, but we assume It will be consistent with
the informal one.

r

It is amazing the number of annoying little problems that seem to be
Involved In shifting to a year-around operation. We hope we will have them
solved before next September.

Sincerely,

John S. Allen
President

/

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD. CALIFORNIA

May 29,1962

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Dr. John s. Allen
President
The University of South Florida
Tampa,Florida
Dear John:

·•

I gather by the clippings I have been recelVlng that you and
the university are going through some travail because of the
activities of Mr. Wenner. I had always suspected that Wenner
was a little bit extreme but I had always supposed his extremity would be on the opposite end of the continuum than the
one he appears to occupy.
I am not sure how far afield the Johns Committee intends going
but I want you to know that if there is any way that I can be
of assistance to the University with any sort of statement that
I will be more than delighted to make it. Since I did have
direct responsibility for the testing program which may very
well come under fire and since I did sit as a member of the
ad hox committee which attempted to guide Mr. Wenner's energies.
There may be things which I could say which would help the University. Please don't hesitate to call on me if I can assist.
Things go well here at Stanford. The job is completely different
from any I have ever had however, it promises to be as satisfying as I had anticipated.
Give our love to Grace.

~urs,
Lewis B.Mayhew
Professor of Education
LBM:q

\

,.

June 5; 1962

Mrs. Ruuell J. Welz
1312 Hollywood Boulevard

Hollywood, Florida
Dear Mrs, Welzs
Thank you for )'Our letter of June 2nd.

It was a real lift to our spirits in these troublous
times.. I thtnk your point Is well taken concernIng the Investigation Committee.
·

Sin cerely,

s.

John
Allen
President

..

June 2, lS!b2

President John- Allen :
University oi South Florida
·l'ampa, Florida
Dear Sir:
It is with deep regret that I have been inf' ormed of'
the despicable action: of tne Johns committee at the UniversitY;
oi South Florida.

I wish to assure you t hat as the mother or

one of your students I : heartily concur with_ the teaching
methods and materials used by the prot·essors.

It seems that

tne timing t·or such an investigatiorn v-ras plann:ea. f'or poJ.i tica.L
reasons with _no regard whatsoever to the damage it could a.o
to the students who are at this time preparing :t'or semester
exams.

I cannot believe any parent, no matter how misint·orme<i

by a disgruntled son1 or dau@1ter would a.eliberately do
thing, if' they are normal ana of average intelligence..
must ·be more to this than· appears on the surface..

such~

a

There

It seems to

me an investigation of the Johns commit tee is in order at this
time.

I have written to the governor today and reque sted. such

ac ti om be takem immediately.

Yours very truly

-· }~

~ · ~cfw
Mrs. hussell J. welz
1312 Hollywooa. Blvd.
Hollywood,, Florida

.-

June 4, 1962

Dr .

~

L. Rockwell

FI i . Sou
n College
La I nd , Fl ride

D or f.eo:
Thanks for your recent letter. It was
good of you to write me as you did in our .time
of tr~ubl • S
ny good things .a re h ppening
to and at
Unive ity of S uth Flori a tha t
we hope w c n k... t> our
rspectiv in spite of
t .e unsettling visit of the Johns Committee.
With ev ry good wish .to. you a nd Vera .

Sincerel·y,
John S. lien
Pte•tdent

/

FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE
LAKELAND, FLORIDA
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June 5, 1962

Mr. Braulto Alonso
Principal
Jeftenon High School
2704 Highland Avenue
Tampa 2, Florida

Dear Mr. Alonso•
Thanks for your letter of June 4th. It was
good of you to take the time to write me in our time of
trouble.
However, many good things are happenIng at the University of South Florida, and we hope that
we can keep our perspective In aplte of the unsettling
effect of the visit of the Johns Committee.
With every good wish.

Sincerely;
•

I

JohnS. Allen
President

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL
2704 HIGHLAND AVENUE

TAMPA 2. FLORIDA
BRAULIO ALONSO
PRINCIPAL

HARRY E . TROPP

JORGE GARCIA

June 4, 1962

DEAN OF BOYS

MARTHA E. NELSON

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL

DEAN OF CiiRLII

Dr. John S. Allen
President
University of South Florida
4202 Fowler Avenue
Tampa 4, Florida
Dear Dr. Allen:
This is to let you know that I am appalled and disturbed
by the so-called investigation at the University of South Florida.
A university should expose students to diverse and
different ideas. Narrow minds need to be broadened. I am with
you and the university all the way. If I can be of any help to
you and your staff, please feel free to call on me.
Sincerely yours,

Al'1.,iMJ~

~r~lio

Alonso
Principal

BA:F

June 1, 1962

,..., • C • J . Hatdee, Jr •
Hardee, tt & Hamilton
101 E"' lafoyet Street
Tampa, Florid

Dear c .J .:
Your letter of Moy 25th to Senator Johns
wos well stated and to the point. It wa$ heart--warming
to us in the

troubl

Ui time~ .

Thanks on best wi5hes .

lncerely,

John S. Allen
,resident

HARDEE . OTT Be

HAMILTON

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW
101 E . LAFAYETTE STREET
TAMPA. FLORIDA
TELE .. HONE 228 · 2547

C . J . HARDEE . JR .
T . TRUETT OTT
I"RANK E . HA""ILTON, JR .
NELSON 8 . STI: .. HENS

May 25,

1962

senator Charley • Johns
Le9ialative Inv stigating · Committ e
univ raity o f south Plorid
~1
Terrae , Florida
Dear s nator Johns a
Aa you no doubt

there has been a great deal
al)eculation anO l'waor concerning the inveativation by your
ca..ittee being conducted at the university of South Florida .

0

~ow ,

AlthoU<Jh I don't understand the exact nature of thia
i.Dv s tiqa tion , I &Ill sure that you and the othctr able members
of your cOllDittee will in th course of tbe investigation bear
in .tnd the words of President Thomas Jefferson when he •aid
of the University of Virginia:
"This instit~ion will be baaed on the illimi table
freedom of th human mind . For here w are not · f r a i d to
follow truth wh rever it. •Y lead, nor to tolerat any e rror
ao long s r aeon ia 1 f t f r
to comb t it •••••••• "
and th

very beat
r sona l reqarda to you,
other m
r of th committee.
V

c.

ry

inc r ly,

J .

CJHjrajj
ec: Baya M. Harriaon , B• ., Ch ir n
Soard of Control , State Instituti on

Dr. J ohn s . Allen, President
Univ raity of s outh Florid ·

ill O'Neill,

~y

31, 1962

'·
\

Mn. A.H. Ladd
330 Roebling oad,

orth

Clearwater, Florida
Dear Mn. &.add:

f.hank you for your letter of May 25th •
I appreciate your exprealng yourself as you did
to me and also to Mr. Harrison and Dr. Cui pepper.
It Ia good to have such support for higher educ:otion

\.

\

. In these troublous times.

'~
\

'··

Sincerely,

\,

\
\

John S. Allen
. President

\

\

330 Roebling Rd., No.
Clearwater, Florida
May 2~, 1962

Dr. John Allen, President
Universit~f South Florida
Tampa, Flo r ida
Dear Dr. Allen:
I want you and your staff to know that I
abhor the motivation for the current investi gation,
whatever it may be. Please be assured that, as a most
interested parent of a freshman and an in-coming freshman,
I approve of the choice of books available and of the
challenging philosophy exhibited by the faculty. I do
not wish to have my child ren's education limited in any
way by non-professionals with narrow horizons.
Although it may not help, I shall express
my feelings as · strongly as I am able to J. Broward
Culpepper and Mr. Baya Harrison and shall ask as many
others as I can interest in doing the same.
I thought witch-hunting had lost its
effectiveness as an approved weapon!
Yours very truly,

~~k~
(Mrs. A. H. Ladd)

May 31, ' 1962

Rev. R. Allen Davis
First Congregational Church In Tampa
Fowler and River Hills Drive
Tampa, Florida

Dear Rev • Davlsz

It Is heart warming to receive such a
thoughtful letter as youn of MI:Jy 29th. Education needs the support of understanding
persons such as yaunelf to see It through these
troublous times.
With thanks and best wishes.

Sincerely,

JohnS. Allen
President
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May 29, 1962
to:
from:

Dr. John s. Allen, President,
THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDJ.
the Council of Firat Congregational Church
(The United Church of Christ)

subjects

·,

the text of an open letter to Mr. James A. Clendinen,
Editor, the Tampa Tribune

Since the founding of Harvard College in 1636 the Congregational Church
and American institutions of higher education have made common cause.
The local Congregational Church, founded in 1885, stands in this 325 year
tradition.
When the church sought relocation a site was chosen near the new
University of South Florida. Ours was the first denomination to
establish a center for student worship, study and fellowship for usr
students. Our minister is chaplain-designate and is in residence at
the student center. Thus both by heritage and local action the
Congregational Church is concerned with and involved in the joint search
for truth and the development of inquiring minds.

The common concern for a greater understanding of the problems and
issues of our time has prompted the church to use many of the same books
and materials which are prescribed or recommended reading at the
University. The ideas and values in these books ha're been used in the
church's educational program and in worship for the insight they provide
into the perplexities and confusions which beset modern man. Faculty
members have shared in this examination of our contemporary scene in the
pulpit and in study programs for youth and adults.
The present investig ation at usr is an asaaul t on the conception o·f
the free institutions of college and church. It impugns the judgment of
those teachers whose sensitivity to and translation of the values by
which men live make a truly outstanding university. As citizens,
churchmen and concerned parents, we deplore the dislocations created by
an attempt, no matter how well meaning , to excl ude materials from the
classroom on the grounds of religion or morality.

It is time for the religious community to speak out when in the name
of religion men of open minds are judged to be without the powers of
discrimination. This is not religion; it is blasphemy. It strikes at
the common cause of church and college.

::e

4:t l f . C - "b~
R. l11en Davia , Scribe

May 23, 1962

Mr, Paul R: Park
18 Sandpiper Road
Tampa 9, Florido

Dear Mr. Park:
Th::snk you for your letter of M.ay 22nd.
writ~ me a$ you did.

It was thoughtful of you to

The editorial in this morning 's T IBUNE
gave the most factual summary I have seen and a
good analysis of the situation.
Thanks ever so much for -your kind words
efforts at the University of South Florida.
Thanks also for Inquiring about membership In the

a~out our

Fouodotlan. I have asked the foundation office
to communicate with you,

Sincere ly,

John S. AUen .
President

18 Sandpi er Road
Tampa 9, Florida
May 22 1962
r. John • Allen, President
University of South Florida
Tampa , F or da
ear Dr. Allen :
Although my knowledge of the recent activities
of the Johns Committee in relation to the
University of South Florida is limited to the
information contained in the newspaper articles,
it would certainly appear that the investigation
was started in a most inappropiate manner. I
feel that you are to be strongl y commended for
your recent statement and the action you have
taken i n regard to the questioning of both the
students and the faculty. They should be complimented by your confidence in their intelligence and good judgment.
It is obvious that the members of any good university will rep esent different viewpoints on
many matters. It is to be hoped that the Jol1ns
Committee will not succeed in labelin academic
freedom of thought as subversive educ ational
activity.
I am sure that there ar e t imes when you must feel
like a voice crying in the wilderness. Please be
assured that there ar e. many citizens who strongly
endorse you efforts in developing a truly fine
university.
I am somewhat embarras sed to say that I am not a
member of the Foundation. Would you be kind
t so
enough to send me information concernin
that I may contribute.
Sincerely,

O~RC?~
Paul R. Park

'Qffr~

Jf"lllX'iha ~btt~ ~n~:rsifl!
'QJ:alla4asstt

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

September 5, 1962

President John Allen
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida
Dear John:
We have been much disturbed by the problems which
face you upon your return from vacation. We are
proud of the stand which you have taken and of the fine
address which you made to your faculty. Stick to
your guns! You know we are with you.
Cordially,

gz~Blackwel!

S. ptember 4, 1962

Mr. Harry E. Brumbaugh
720Stetson Avenue

Or.lando, ·Florida

Dear Mr. Brumbaugh:
Thank you for writing me as you did on
AugUit 30th. I appreciate ever so much y<Sur ·
Interest ond suppor.t .

Sincerely,

John S • Allen
President
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AUGUST 30, 1962
DR. JOHN1 S. ALLEN P RES I D ~ NT
UN IVERS!ITY OF SOUtH FLORIDA
TAMPA, FLORIDA
DEAR DR . ALLEN :
I FOUND THAT FRIE NDS 1 /ERE NOT LACKING ,
AFI ER AN EXPER IENCE SIMILAR TO YOURS; ONLY THAT
THEY W
ERE INARTICULATE BECAUSE THE IR EX PER IE NCE
W
AS LACKING. THEY DID NOT SEEMTO UNDERSTAND.
I HAD MADE ONE MISTM\E ; FAILI NG TO ENGAGE LEGAL
COU NSEL AS A GU IDE TO MY JUDGMENT ALONG THE W
AY.
FOR THE PUBLI C ADM I I~ I S TRATOR THERE ARE
THREE MAG ICAL ifORDS , "ADVICE OF COUNSEL". THEY
SUBLI MATE THE STATU RE OF HIS SERVICE. THEY PLY
THE IR TRANSFORMATIONS MYSTICALLY. THEY ARE THE
EQUATJO NS OF MATHEMATICS, TH E METAPHORS OF LITERATURE, THE CONCRETE UNIVERSALS IN THE OPERATIO N
OF APPLIED SCIENCE.
SUCH AS THESE ARE THE PROCESSES THAT SERVE
TI ME FOR THE INTERPLAY OF UNDERSTA ND ING AND IMAGINATIO N AS THE NEEDED ELEMENT IN THE INTELLECTUAL
LIFE OF THE UNIVERS ITY, AND IN NO LESSER DEGREE
FOR THE BENEF IT OF ITS ADMINISTRATIO N.
DO HOPE THAT ALL IS VERY W
ELL WITH YOU.
SINCERELY YOURSn
HARRY E. BRUMBAUGH
720 STETSON AVE NUE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

)

~eP~~~

September 4, 1962

•'

Mr. Michael H. Otis
217 Bul.lard Parkway
Temple Terrace, Florida
Dear Mt. Otlsz

I

•.I.

,/

It was thoughtful of you to send me a .copy
of your letter to the Editor of the Tampa Tribune,
dated August 31 • I appreclatw your Interest and
your help.

"\'I

''.t

Since,.ly,

_\

'

John S . Allen
Prealdent
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MICHAEL

H.

OTIS

ATTORNEY AT LAW
217 BULLARD PARKWAY (DF"F"ICIE l4l
TEMPLE TERRACE
TAMPA 10, FLORIDA
TELEPHDNIE: WE 9·5566
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TAMPA, FLORIDA

OFFICE OF THE BUSIN ESS MANAGER

\

DIVISION OF AU XILIARY S ER VICES
H OUSING AND FOOD SERVIC E D E PARTMENT

RECEIVED

AUG 28 1962

August 25,

HOUSING

Mr.

H~l

G. Smith, Jr.

902 South Sheeler

Apopka, Florida

Deer Mr. Smith:
• Our records indicate that the b~l~nce due ~t this time of $2
for
your Housing end Food Service has not been received. Since the records
In the Admissions Office in dicate th~t you plan to attend the Univer sity ,
1/ we wonder ff the non-payment for Housing and Food Service wa s an over' sight. Therefore, we ere continuing your assignment for five days from
the d~te of this letter. If we have not heard from you within this t ime,
your ess ·ignment wi I I be subject to cancellation.
We hope th~t you ~re pl~nntng to attend the University of South Fl orida
this coming ye~r. . If you are not, pI ease advi se us by return ma i I •

~Your cooperation will be appreciated.

:;f Sincerely,

~ ~ ; U<:. -<

--0<

~

/

1

~ Robert F. Hess, Man~ger

\ f
~

Housing
.RFH/l!b

~nd

Food Service

. I

September 10, 1962

Mr. E.J. DeVane, President
Hillsborough County Education Au~ciation ·
P.O. Box 3415
Tampa, Flori4a-

Dear
'·

~.

DeVane:

Thank you for your letter of September 6th,
and for sending copies of h to 'the press.
This l& wonderful evidence of support of the
thlngf we ore trying to accomplish. We may not alwoys
succeed, hut if we keep i'rying we can irnprove. This
wUI only come from continuing vigilance and effort.
Again with thanks.

Sincerely,

JohnS. Alfen
President

-.·
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MR. L . C. REYNOLDS, 2ND VICE-PRESIDENT
MRS. HANNAH CUNNINGHAM , TREASURER

• MR :'"E. J. DEVANE, PRESIDENT
MR . ROBERT E . DEEN, VICE-PRESIDENT

MRS. VIRGINIA WEBSTER, SECRETARY
MRS . WINIFRED LIVELY, COR. SECRETARY

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
"'( FORMERLY HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY TEACHERS ' FEDERATION)
ORGANIZED IN 1933

SCHOOL YEAR 1961-1962

AFFILIATED WITH THE FEA, NEA

P. 0. BOX 3145
TELEPHONE 229-8810

EXECUTIVE BOARD

TAMPA 1, FLORIDA

MR . DON CAMMARATTA

September 6, 1962

CHAIRMAN

GROU·P ONE
TERM EXPIRES JULY 1962
MR. JOSEPH BELLUCCIO
MRS . LUCYLLE W. BRESCIA
MR . FRANK CARPENTER
MRS. MYRTLE CORRICK
MR. LYLE FLAGG
MRS. VERNA GRAVES
MRS . RUTH MAGANN
MRS . RODNEY OSBORN
MRS . PAULINE RIENS
MR. ERNEST ROSS
MR . WILLIAM YATES. JR .

GROUP T:WO
TERM EXPIRES JULY 1963
MR . BOBBY BREWER
MRS . VEDA BYRD
MR. GUY CACCIATORE
MR.DON CAMMARATTA
MRS . BERNICE GILES
MRS . GERTRUDE HINES
,_. MR. JAMES A. JONES
MR . JACK LAMB
,MRS . WINIFRED LIVELY
MR . HENRY RAINES
MRS. MARGARET SLONE

GROUP THREE
TERM EXPIRES JULY 1964
MISS ANNE BELLOW~
,,1 .
MR . MICHAEL CAPITANO
MR . RICHARD COLE '
MR . Hr:;NRY EHL
MISS TERRY GIL
MR~. ELIZABETH MANN
,MIJS. MARY NAPOLI
MRS. PALMER PETTEWAY
MRS . VIRGINIA SALE
MRS . FLORENCE WALLACE
MR . LARRY WQRDEN

Dr. John Allen, President
University of South Florida
Fowler Avenue
Tampa 4, Florida
Dear Dr. Allen:
The Executive Board of the Hillsborough County
Education Association has gone on record
endorsing your administration of -the University
of South Florida and commends you and your
faculty for your accomplishments.
The University of South Florida has been a
great help to the teachers of Hillsborough
County and surrounding counties in offering
the opportunity to continue their studies so that
they may be better teachers for the youth of our
schools. We appreciate this opportunity.
We regret the charges published by the
"Johns' Conmittee" and want to assure you that
we are continuing -our support to the University
of South Florida and to its faculty -amd staff.
Sincerely,

,

Copies:

Hillsborough County Teacher
The Tampa Tribune
\

September 10, 1962

The Rev. Carroll E. Slmeox, Rector
St . Mary'r. Episcop:JI Chur ch
4311 Son Miguel
Tampa 9, Flor·ldo
Deat' Rev. Simcoz: ·

Thanlc you for your l•tter of September 6th,
ond for ~n cl osing copy of the sermon which you preached
on September 2nd.
This was a good sermon and I wish I· had been
there to hear it. I appreciate ever so much your express-Ing yOur views • you did, and sharing them not only·
with y r pori5h1oners, but wi th me .

With ma ny tha nks .
Sincerely;

John S. Allen
President

~- ~arv·• !ipi•ropal G!lpttrq
~b Jari&q !Ia~ ~rqaal
Office:

•

4311 San Miguel
Tampa 9, Florida
P. 0. Box 10757

Rector

The Rev. Ca~oll E. Simcox, B.D., Ph.D.
Assistant
The Rev. Sidney E. Heath
Principal
Mr. Charles T. Gooding, Jr. •
Buainell Manager
Mr. Janiea F. Johnson

September 6, 1962

·•

George F. All en, Ph. D.
President, The University of South Florida
4202 Fowler Avenue
Temple Terrace, Florida
Dear Dr . Allen :
I feel so strongl y about the moral and spiritual implications
of t he report of the Johns Committee that I was moved to preach
on the subject last Sunday. At the suggestion of a number of
parishioners I am enclosing herewith a copy of my sermon . I
am sure that it expresses not simply my own personal view but
that of a very large majority of clergy.

I have complete confidence in the moral integrity and
academic excellence of your administration, and I am proud to
have my son Peter enrolled as a fTeshman at South Florida for
the coming term.

With warmest personal regards,
Sincerely yours,

~2 . S'~<.n ~
Carroll E. Simcox, Rector
CES/ps
Encl.

... .
.

,_

I

,

THIS SERK)N WAS PREACHED ~T ST. MARY'S CJ{URCH, TAMPA, FLORIDA..
BY THE REV. CARROLL E. SIMCOX, B.D., PH.D., RECTOR
'SEPTEMBER, 2 196,2
I

•

WHERE THE ·SPmiT OF THE LCIU> IS,
THERE IS LIBERTY.

II CORINI'HIANS 3 :17.

The recent r~port of the Johns Committee concerning what has been going on at
our new univ ersity is by no means a matter of political or educational importance
only. The issues raised by that investigation are moral and religious issues, and
the Church cannot stand by and say that it is all very interesting but none of our
spiritual business.
There is an obvious conflict between the state legislature's investigating
committee and the administration of the University of South Florida. But this is
only a specific focussing of the broader conflict between- those Americans who do not
really believe in freed em of thought - h6re represented by the ~ohns Canmittee - and
those who do. We who are the Church, we who profess and call: -ourselves Christians,
are forced to ask ourselves where we stand.
I think we need to begin with a confession of guilt. If I wanted to make the
und~rstatlement of the ~ntury I'd say scmething like this: the Christian Church has
not always stood unequivocally and heroically for freedom of thought, freedom of
speech, freedom of research. The Church has, on the whole, a sorry record in this
area, . It would be haM to find a single great step fonard which has been made in
medical science, plysical science, or social science, which did not have to overccme
fierce and fanatical ecclesiaatical resistance. And it may be that we twentieth-century Christians, !mowing our r f'C ord and being ashamed of it, are inclined nowadays to
··go to the opposite extreme and to say that we stand for the right of anybody to teach ·
and to do anything - no matter what it is. That is a very dangerous attitude, and
many of us fall into it because we are afraid of being called bigots and persecutors.
What does our Lord Jesus teach us about this matter? ''Ye shall know the truth,"
He says, n and the truth shall make you free." Yes: but He identifies Himself with th.e.-truth. "I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father but by
me." Now, ae Christians, you and I have to stick to that. We may admit the right of
the atheist or the Hindu to teach in our schools, and even to teach our young people
what he believes and why. But I submit that if there is to be that academic freedan
for non-Christians there ought to be the same treedan for Christian teachers.
President Allen says that there is, at the University of South Florida, and I believe
him.

•'Where the Spirit of the Lord is," says St. Paul, •tthere is liberty. 11 Too otten
and too easUy these words are quoted glibly to support the proposition that where
the Spirit of the Lord prevaUs nobody cares what anybody thinks, says, or does.
That bland tolerance of everything is not Christian liberty. st. Paul is making the
profoundly true assertion t hat when a man is moved by the Spirit of Christ he becomes
gloriously free. Says one recent camnentator on this passage: 11True liberty is not
the freedom to do as we like; it is the power to do as we ought •••• We are tree only
when our capacities are released through devotion to something greater than ourselves.
An artist finds freedom in devoticm to his art. A craftsman finds it when his powers
are released by the vision of what he is trying to create. Most of all, we find release through love &r others.whose welfare we seek.n
We must be clear about this: as Christians we believe in liberty, but we do not
believe in libertarianism. Thanas Huxley was a great champion of liberty, but he said
this: " a man's worst difficulties begin when he is able to do as he likes." He was
warning against libertarianism.
Now, it is a very easy thing to make libertarianism respectable by calling it
academic freedom", and I'm afraid there is a dangerous lot of this in American educatiOl\V
today. I was a student chaplain tor eight years at two of our large universities. I
met all too many professors who said silly and irresponsible things in their classes
simply to get a following, to get a reputation for being "advanced" and "original" and
"emancipated." There may be none such at the University of South Florida. I hope
there are not. For that is not academic freedom: that is academic irresponsibility• .

President Allen is right in his conception of the proper function of a University,
and the Johns Camnittee is wrCil&• The Johns Camnittee and hosts of others believe that
an American univer$ity exists specifically to propagate Americanism, anticamnunism,
Christianity, heterosexuality, and a knowledge of books as harmless as the B9bbsey
~s and Peter Rabbit: althoUgh objections have been raised by anxious lovers of
racial purity about one T~bbit book in which a black rabbit and a white rabbit fall in
- love 1.
·
We have to face this: i1 by the time our children go to cop.ege we have not.
taught them the way of life which we thtnk is right, we have failed, and they are not
ready to face the world as it is. There are atheists; there are canmunists, !!and
"cansympsn; there are hanosexuals; and there are not only books with dirty words in
them but even people who use these dirty words. Somehow a university has got to teach
its students how to live and to deal with these facta.
It has been established that there are no communists teaching at South Florida.
Even so, if we are to have a real university, doing the proper work of a university,
the case for ccmnunism has to be fairly and fully presentJd. If we do not study our
enemy by listening to him, how can we cope with him intelligently and effectively?
And about the dirty books: there is plenty of obscenity in the holy Bible, to
say nothing of Shakespeare. The theme of Hawthorne's ;be Scarlet Letter is adultery.
Great literature has to mirror human life as it is, and 1.t must reflect the mud and
f'ilf'th of man as well as the grandeur. It does seem to me that sane of' our best
contemporary writers wallow rather excessively in the mud, as if' they like it. But
it is for the student to ask himself why this is so. Writers like steinbeck,
Tennessee Wi J J i ams, Faulkner, and Salinger present to us the life of' man in our
trouJ:?led and twisted era. If' the student would understand the world he is growing up
into he must learn to take a cool, clinical llbmt at the garbage.
The purfose of' a university is to teach its students how to think and how to deal
with the world and with lite as they experience it. Where then are our young people
... to get their religious faith, their moral ideals? First and foremost, in the hane.
It you don't want your chUd to be an atheist or a coumunist or a moral degenerate
'
itt s up to you to get his lite establisted on the right foundations when he is young/
To be sure, many of us run into one greilt difficulty with this, when the child reaches
college age or even high school age: he decides that he wants to think and to choose
f'or himself'. Almost any intelligent youngster rebels against his parents' religious
convictions and mcral standards. This is bound to be an anxious time for parents.
The only thing I can tell parents when they bring this problem to me is that they must
be patient and understanding. The adolescent rebellion does not last forever. Most
people tend to come back to the faith and the ideals of their fathers once they themselves have lived as adults for a while. But as parents we should want our children
to go beyond us at last - not simply to cane back to us.
The Church has a tremendous responsibility for its young people of college age,
and we are doing our best to f'ulf'U it at South Florida. We have a f'ull-time chaplain
there and we are building a chapel and student center. It is the student chaplain's
job to apply the Christian answer to these religious and moral problems of student
life. Our Episcopal chaplain, Father Diclanan, has received nothing but complete and
earnest co-operation fran the University authorities. I do not see how we can ask
more of a tax-supported public institution than that.
Behind the report of' the Johns Canmittee we see one of the saddest and most
·aninous phenomena of' present-day American life, .and that is fear of the intellectual.
Why are so many people convinced that our colleges and mrl.versities are infested with
atheists and camnunists and moral perverts? I wish I knew the whole answer to that
question. But one big part of' it is this: that many of us are afraid to examine
honestly and intelligently the foundations of our religion, our morality, our way of'
lite: and a university is of necessity devoted to the task pf' examining and exploring
everything.
A university is not doing the work of' a university with a student unless, in one
way or another, it forces him to answer such questions as these:
"You: think that our American free-enterprise way of' life is superior to
conmunism. Why do you think do? What do you know about cormnunism? What did Kart
Marx teach? What have the Russians donw with the teachings of Karl Marx?"
"You say that you believe in the Christian God, in the Holy Trinity, in the Bible,
in pereonal inm.ortality. Why? What are your reasons?"

r
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>

l;:jj

. • •tHere are these books written by Steinbeck and Faulkner and D.H. Lawrence.
Sane people call them filthy. What do ""you make of them? Do they represent to you
lite as it is?"
There are unavoidable risks in all true education, especially in higher education.
· There is always the risk that the student will not be able - or willin! - to think
·
his way through to a sound answer to such questions. It is my own belief that not.
everyboqy ought to go to college, Higher education sh2Uld be only for those capable
of receiving it without being ruined for life by it. I don t know whose fault it isif it is a fault - that there are sane people who just, cantt think their way through
these ultimate issues of life, but certainly it is not the fault or our universities
and our intellectuals.
We are not going to preserve the Christian faith in the lives of our young
people by keeping them in a spiritual kindergal:ten situation in which no disturbing
questions are ever raised in their presence.
ow, I'd like to see the Christian
professors at South Florida and everywhere els~ become much more boldly and
aggressively Christian than many of them are. Chrisiians in academic circles have
let themselves be put on the defensive in our age.
suppose it's the old fear of
seeming bigoted and fanatical. We do have to get over that c~lea of ours. But the
answer is not to Stf'press the non-Christians and the anti-Christians. The answer is
for all of us to speak out more boldly and clearly the reasons for the faith that is
in us.
Our Sunday School starts next Sinday. I hope that all this controversy about ·
the Johns Committee report will make all of us realize how essential it is that our
chUdren be well grounded in the faith while they are children. That is what we try
to do l.li our Sunday School. I ask all of you .~o pray for our teachers and our
ei:UJ.aren and to use and to support our whole educational program. We will soon be
starting i!lstruction classes for children and adults. If you are an adult
,.., aamnunicant you would find it most helpful to attend the adult class to think
through once again what you believe and shy you believe it.
The answer to communism and irreligion and all the evils of our day is more
intelligent and dedicated Christian faith and life - beginning with ourselves.
"Where the Spbit of the Lord is, there is liberty."

•,.
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September· 1'2, 1962
•

5. J.H. Groth
Department of HIstory
Univerilty of Florida
Gatnea_ville, Florida
Dear Or, Groth:
Thank you for your letter of August
27th, and for the suggestion therein. It was good
to hear from you rid I opprec:late your taking the
time to write me ds you did. ·
With every good wish •
\

Sincerely,

\

'

\

John S. Al'len
President

\
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UNIVERSITY OF . FLORIDA
GAINESVILLE

September 10, 1962

\

Mr. Ve rmon Kimbrough
Sarasota, Florida

\\

Dear Mt. Kimbrough:

Thank you for writing to enotor Johns as
you did and for sending me a copy. It Is good to
hove the support of peo'ple who have reason to .
know and to understand.

With every good wish •'
Sincerel y,

John S. Allen
President

.

:-...,

Sarasota, Florida
September 6, 1962

Senator Charley Johns
Starke, F.l.orida
Dear Sir:
Having been engaged in the education field at the college level
tor 33 years I feel tha.t I know something about the personnel
who make up college administrations a.nd faculties. I would put
all the people in education against any professional or political
group in the countr,r, as regards their patriotism and morality,
including those who make up the Florida State Senate.
Certainly a rotten apple is occasionally found in a barrel, but
there is no justification in attempting to make a potential apple
eater feel the whole barrel is spoiled.
Your Conmittee's report on the investigation of the University of
South Florida, and the way the report was handled, was wholly
uncalled for, unnecessary and dangerous.
Jhen we begin to tell men what to think, how to teach and what to
teach, we become a dictatorship, using the same tactics as were used
by Hitler, Stalin, and are now being used by Kruschev.
L t 's not lose our heritage by making .men fear to m.ake available to
college students all the facts about the world in which we live.
Only by having all information possible, and knowing what all t es

of men think, can a democratic fonn of government survi'Ye.
The greatest service you could render your state and nation would
be to have your Committee dischargedas soon as possible.

Vennan Kimbrough

VKtj
Blind Copy to:

Dr. John Allen, President
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida.

,

Dear Oovenor Bryut:
Now that the John• aeport OD the UDtverlllty
of lo.th J"lorlcla llu been made pBllc . . . tt
would appear u.at thia laveadaadoa aad report
laave beea dlecrecllted, I wollid urae that you
make pabllc yoar fe•liD&• oa thia matter.

I am eare that you wW aaree with r•epoulW.
clttaeaa Ia t.bla area that the Uaiveretty ef
Soutlll'lorWa Ia llae abort period ol operatloa
baa already eetat.llaed & reputatioD of wide~
the State of Florida c:an be pro\ML I do 110t
beUeve we caa permit that reputatlOI'l to be
.ajaetly tanatahed by each political maaeuvere.
SlDcerely,

WtlUam M. &lokert
Pre aiel at
Tlle Hoa. l'al'ria Bry&Dt
Oovenor of J'lorlda

TaUaha••••• J'lorlcla

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK IN PLANT CITY
PLANT CITY, FLORIDA

WIL LI AM M . R I C K ER T
PRE SI D EN T

September 6, 196 2

Dear Dr. Allen:
As you suggested in your letter, I have
already written to the Governor concerning
my feelings on the Johns Report.
It did not occur to me to send you a copy
which I am enclosing with this letter.
Incidentally, as of this time, I have received
no reply from him.
Very truly yours,

Wi::~

President
Dr. Johns. Allen, President
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida

J

THIE FIRST NATIONAL BANK IN PLANT CITY
PLANT CITY.

'NilliA .. 1114

tlt1C~£"T

I'"LO~IOA

September 18, 1962

..... , • 01,..,.

The Hon. Baya Harrison, Chairman
Board of Control
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida
Dear Mr. Harrison:
I would like to congratulate you for your
position taken on the Johns Report concerning the University of South Florida.
I was especially pleased of y o ur criticism
of the handling of the whole affair by the
Johns Committee and the underhanded
manner in which it conducted its affairs.
I am sure, we in East Hillsborough
County, as well as all responsible citizens
throughout the State will welcome just
criticism of our University. However, we
believe these matters should be thoroughly
aired by the Board of Control.

We take great pride in the University of South
Florida and offer our services whenever we
can. Incidentally, we have pledged support
to the study to be made for the school of
engineering at the USF.
Cordially,

~h.~
William M. Rickert
President

·•
WMR:bjm

September 18, 1962

Dr • Mor ret • Fisher
Univenlty of South Florida
Campus

Dear Or. Fisher:

Let .me express my appreciation of your
letter of August 3 1st. It was good of you to write me.

in erely,

John • All n
Pre ·den

I

I

')

/
. / ,,

•

,,

-MARGARET 8. FISHER
6703

32ND STREET

TAMPA, FLORIDA

Sept•rnber 18, 1962

l

· Dr. Leo Bote II
-~. 211 8ullord Parkway
Temple T•race, Florida
Dear Dr. Bate II:
,
Thank you for ~ending me a copy of your
letter of August 31st. It Is a good statement dnd I
appreciate particularly your undentandfng of the
problems which have been foctng ~ .

. Sincere ly,

John S. Allen
President .

I

,I \
I

\

,..
LEO BATELL, M.D., F.A.A.P-.
TEMPLE TERRACE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

211 BULLARD PARKWAY

TAMPA 10, FLORIDA
DIPLOMATE OF AMERICAN BOARD

HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

OF PEDIATRICS

TELEPHONE WE 8·1181

August 31, 1962
·ditor
Tampa Tri bun

~

Tampa, Flori da

The J ohns Committ E'e has turne in a r port
r markabl for it s bias and one sidedn ss. All th
goo things about the University o f outh- lorida
wer e caref ully ser en.e d and 1 f t out,. It was a
trave sty of th judicial process·.; I f the Boar o f
Control does not quick ly ass rt its authority ov r
· our universiti s, th aslnln , stone ag pronounc m nts
of Charl y J ohns and his barbarian pork choppers on su"Ch
matt .rs as philosophy, literatur , and ·goo tast • will
mak a laughing stock of high r education in th Stat
of

lori a.

L o Bat 11 ,

cc to:

Tampa Tribune

. D.

CLASS OP SERVICE

This Ia a fast message
unless Ita deferred char·
.cter Is i ndicated by the
P-fPper onnbot.
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STAND AGAI NST JOHNS WITCH
HUNTING HE HAS DONE SO MU CH HAR M TO HIGHER EllHJCATI ON I.N
FL.ORfDA THAT ANYONE WHO BELIEVE$ I.N THE HU MANf.TfES WOULD
/~ .
NOT 1..1 VE L[T ALON TEACH IN
FLORl
DAe
THAT
DREADFUl..
CREW
.
WHO NOW CONTROLS TH
VERSfT~ OF FLORIDA HAVING LET ALL
. THE REAL TEACHERS GO ONE NOW WH O ARE NOW DOI NG CREDIT
TO THE
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLI
NA lN OTHER- SCHOOLS
.
"' ARE FL.Oiii.DAS L.OSS THE PRESE NT HEADS OF THE SPEECH
~ coNGRATULATIONS

QN YOUR

~

....

-

.._

END 1~-------------------------------~----~

T 'a1t! CO"''PANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRO NS CONCERN IN G ITS SERVICI!

WESTERN UNION

CLASS Of SERVICE

Thb Ia a fast mcasase
unlea ita deferred char·
actcr is indicated by the
pcrtymbol.
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NFEA445/2•
DEPARTMENT IN THE ENGL.f£H

DEPART MENT MUST BEe I

SHOULD ·

SUPPOSE POLI.TI CAL APPOI.NTEES NEITHER HAVE THE DOCTORS

-

DEGREE. DOES THE PRES1 9EN T! OR DO THE~ GIVE DOCTORS

DEGREE l N AGRfCU(TUREe I WI .L.L NEVER RETURN TO
FLORIDA, BUT GOD BLESS AND MAY YOU DO AWAY WITH SUCH
CRACKER BARREL W H HtiNTERS AND JOHNS AND HIS CRE We B ~
THE WAY WHO I,$ BEHI ND Fll. Me GOD KNOWS HE HASENT THE
I NTEL.l-fGE NCE TO
SUPPOSEDlY
-

RECOGNIZE HALF THE THINGS HE IS
-

I NVEST IGATfON • G€>0D LWCK AND GOD BLESS YOUC:
],

JOHN G FISCHER
3308
-

RESERVOIR Rg NORTHWEST•

THE CO"-iPANY WILL APPR ECI ATE SUGGESTI O NS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNIN G ITS SERVICE

I

September 18, 1962

MI. Edward I. Cutler
. Mabry, Reaves~ Carlton, fllelds & Word
;;.P.O. Box 3239
?rampa, Florida
I

DeGr Edz.
Thank you for wt.ltlng me as you did on
August 31st, and I appreciate your sending me the
report: on the Colodny Case by. Edward H. Litchfield.
I had not IHn this report and I read It with great
Interest. I shall kMp It on file far future reference.
Thanks again for your oasiatonc:e.

Sincerely,
John S. Allen
President

•

MABRY, REAVES, CARLTON, FIELDS & WARD
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW
TWELFTH FLOOR FIRST 1\lA.TIONAL BANK BUILDING

P. 0 . Box

GIDDINGS

3Z39

E. MABRY

O.K. REAVES
DOYLE E.CARLTON

TAMPA, FLORIDA

0 . WALLACE FIELDS

DAV ID ELMER WARD
MICHEL G. EMMANUEL
WM . REECE SMITH, JR.

TEL . 229·809~

MARVIN GREEN

JOSEPH A . MCCLAIN, JR.

EDWARD I. CUTLER
THOMAS A . CLARK

A . BROADDUS LI VI NGST ON
PAUL A .SAAD

LEONARD H . GILBERT
GARY M. WITTERS
NORMAN H. LIPOFF

August 31, 1962

Doctor John S. Allen, President
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida
Dear Doctor Allen:
May I add a few lines of my own to all of the reported compliments of your work at the University of South Florida and the
handling of the Johns Committee and its report.
I thought you would be interested in my letter to Baya
Harrison and to the article on The Colodny Case, of which I am
enclosing a copy although I realize you probably received it from
other sources.
I also hope you had a pleasant vacation and have returned
completely refreshed to another banner year at the University of
South Florida.
Sincerely yours,

EIC:vh
Encl.

E~

Cutler

•

MABRY. REAVES, CARLTON, FIELDS

& WARD

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW
TwunH F"Loo" F"I,.ST ,....TIONAL BANK BUILDINO

P. 0 . Box •~•
GIDDINOS E. MAB"Y
O . K . AU.Yit.
DOYLit [.CARLTON
0. WALLACE F"IELDS
DAVID [LME" WA"D
MICHEL G. EMMANUEL
WM. AltltCI: SMITH,J ...

TAMPA, FLORIDA

-INO"EEN
..JOSitfiH A.MCC:LAIN,J",
EoWAitD I. CUTLit"
THOMAS A.CLA"K
A. llltOADDUS LIVINOSTON
..AUL A.SAAD
LEONAitD H.OILSEIOT
OA"Y M. WITTEH

NO"MAN H.Loii'OP'P'

August 31, 196 Z

·~

Baya M. Harrison, Jr., Esquire
Firat Federal Building
St. Petersburg, Florida
DeaJ: Baya:
By now you have undoubtedly accumulated correspondence,
communications and files on the subject of the Johns Committee a nd
the University of South Florida exceeding the size of a ny legal file you
have handled. I hesitate to add to all of this '' literatul'e", but .think you
might find the enclosed issue of the Key Repor ter, for the winter of
1961 to 196Z, interesting. On pages Z. and 3 appears the statement by
the Chancellor of the University of Pittsburgh, D r. Edward H . Litch field on "The Colodny Case", which I think demonstrates a. preferable
manneJ: in which auch problem• should be h.a ndled.
don't get to see much of you over here any more. It
would be nice !f you would come by and visit us whenever you get the
c ance.
Best regarda.
Sincerely,

Edward 1. Cutler
ElC:vh
Encl.
be: Dr . JohnS. Allen

September 18, 1962

\Mr. Allen G. Burdett
· President
·, Burdett Sound and Recording Company
lie619 Hendenon Boulevard
Tampa, Florida
Dear t-h. Burdett:

Thank you foi sending me copy of your
fetter of September lOth to ,the Govemor. I appreciate
10 much your sentiments and your writ•
lng as you did.

•vw

With every gOod wlih.

Sincerely,

JohnS. Allen

President

BUR DETI

.. 3

r.,

36L
Phone . - '

~~:-.,

·

co.

-.~o3

TA PA, FLOR.DA

......... 10, lltl
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t . , •• . ' • ' • . • ' lorl a

tate
uaa
Tallah.. •••• ftel'lla

ar Gover

r

a. a

rJaata

Jot. • • aport oa the
UalYaralty of outh Florida

••• wovll u•ttoa JOVr l'aapollaibllf..1J to oarry ovt aa
lavaatt• tioa tf d•aandad alld lth •ufftei •t l,._dt•atioa
It .la warraatad. Ia
of the lata,. htaao, lnept aacl
•••1••• obaraotar of the ••port re•ar4taa tile abo•• • your
owa
U.ttoal preat.t.a• wo.alc! · •••• to ••• elahtli t f
4Ua a dad the w ole ooaatttaa tcl .l ow1na their aoaatroua
••••• of tax· tuada.

•t••

1••

••1

T•

Certalal7 , a o&t.iaeaa of
l.atallaotvat •tat
4~"•
••'•• t
look taYoraltlJ to•ar.- t • -••• craat to a.llow
prof.aaloaal aaata ra to OODtiOUe wltob h:•Dtlna l&aaB ·
with aora of the people'• taa aon•J • Cartatn1J , too,
Charlie .Johaa laal bua1 la1aaalf ta hia owll polttloal
aalt1 tloaa •
' paraat lJ, caur aduoatloa 1•· t . be dial)araad
ta oarel~llr oaloulata do••• to patleot• conftna4 ia
wau.lted oalla •

. • urt• · out of 4••••••4 •••peot t o• rou •• Go•••aor ,
that yov ltl'lDI tbe aq down on Ud.• al'oup aad' taka a
. ,••• ,. ····"·· of t.he 'Uo&varaity of so.th lorl41a.
Till• ata•d w u14 be ••••rved b1 th• UnlYaralty aad rataa
JO•r owa at• ura •• . verno•..;. •••• tf e)ed •o•t uafaYor•'1' b1 Charlt• Johnl and la henoha• •

Goveraor

Far~t•

rraat

Th• report ltaelf 1• •laplJ un•ortby of further coaaent,
God atve you the •tr•nath to b• fira in what ta riaht tn
the face of petty polltlcal opportunlatal
Sincerely ,
B

DETT

D

Allen G. Burdett , Pre•:ldent
AGBaaa
CCs John s . Allen
Dean s. J . French
Ta.pa Cbaaber of Co•aerce

BUILDING
HARDWARE
BUILDING
SPECIALTIES
CONSTRUCTION
TOOLS

SALES COMPANY

BUILDING
PLASTICS

P.O. BOX 13423

TAMPA 11, FLORIDA

Ph . 65-9341

September 4 6 1962

STEEL & WIRE
PRODUCTS

Dr. John s. Allen
University of South Florida
10911. Carrol lwood Drive
Tllmpfl 1 Fl ori da.
Dear Dr •. Allen :

·..

e would like to b .ke t hi s opportunity to l et you know th=.t t here
are still many peopl e who c ~.n diffe rentiate bet ween truth ru1d mere public i ty.
The terrible news reports bout the scho o] we are &11 proud of shoul d not ,
i n our opinion, h ve been put to pr ess .
The theory of one b d apple spoiling the whol e barrel se ems to be
the current :an .lysis of the s itu tion . However,, newsp per he dlines and
" i tern" re ports i n thi s moder n age tend t o show .11 the b rrels of pples
rotten. As we 11 know, this is n ot the c ase . One pe r s on with difficul ti e s
in manneri sms c'nnot s poi l Qn entire group. We feel t h t you and you r staff
we re wi se i n waiting to be cert in of the f cts r ather th _ judging ~yone
on suspicion onl y.
We h ve met you and your l ovely wife some ye rs back when eve ryone
w nt ed t he University of South Flo r i da to be
gr e t one . This was at
Home Builder s me et i ng and as
result of your s incer ity, honesty and humil ity ,
this dr ea.m of all FJlor idi ans be came
f awt .
Dr . Al len , we c an do litt l e
l e st cQn l ook t fa cts in their true
eopl e the di ffe r ence bet wee n what is
t he most impor t t , that of providing
s epar ting the wheat from t he chaff.

to di sc our ge bad publicity, but we ~t
li ght , a.nd discuss vi t h other t hinking
printed in t he newspapers nd wh t is
student s with educ tion, meanwhile

We t rust you wil l continue _t your
you have a l wnys done .

p a st~

and give of yours el f

s

If we c
be of he lp, pl e s e call on us . Our d•.ughter ,. Cher i, will
be o.ttending University of South Flori da in 1966,_ so you s ee t h .t we hg_ve
faith in this school ~d Qre ver y pr oud of s~e .

SNM:cep

"'""'"'"""

"''"'"~---

' f

TO:

President Allen

FROM:
VIA:

Director, Educational Resources
Business Manager

SUBJECT:

JOHNS COMMITTEE

1.

I had occasion recently (Aug. 13-16) to interview a number of
prospective artists throughout the states of Ohio and Michigan to
replace Mr. Teske. At four different institutions: Ohio State
University, Otterbein College, Ohio, Weslyean and Wayne State ,
candidates I interviewed received advice from faculty members not
to accept positions at our institution. The r~son given was that
the Johns Committee investigation was an infri~ent of academic
freedom and State Board of Control refused to intervene and protect
the University.

2.

I cannot honestly say that the refusal of these artists to accept the
position will effect the University, but it does show the
serious and little understood consequences of such an investigation.
You are to be complimented on your action throughout the
investigation, which I am certain minimized any damage done to the
good name of the University you have worked so hard to build.
I have been able to find a good artist willing to accept the
position with full knowledge of Senator Johns and his committee.
I thought yo~ might be interested in our reputation in at least
two states and four universities.

mj: GCE

I

.

September 18, 1962

/
/

Mn. John D. W•kley
· 4615 Browning Awnue
Tampa, Florida
·~

Dear Mn. W..lcley:
Thank

you 10 much

'
f« your kind ·letter of September 13th.
I

l ,

I

l think that the ltotement by the Board of Control at its
meeting last Friday was a good one, and I hope that It pub the
mcatter of the legislat ive Investigation \CQmmittee, to· relt 10 that
we can give 9Ur time and energies to· things that are more productive for higher educ:otlon.
· ·

It was good of you to write me ..

I
I

I

/

Than~

again.

Sincerely,

I

I

'

JohnS. Allen
President

I

r

'

G'

Sep tember 13, 1962

Dr. John S. Allen, President
Univer s ity of South Flor i da
Tam a , Fla.
De ar Dr. Allen:
As a r e turning vac a tioner, it wa s depressing to
be gr eete d by the Johns' report.

·...

As a Florida citi zen, it w~s embarr assing to have
such a rep or t ma de in the name of our g ood st a te.
As a resident of Hillsborough County , the Johns'
rep ort will not aff ect my gre a t pride in having the
University of South Flor i da at our doorstep.
As a friend of the University, · it seeme d urgent
to s p eak out throu gh t he newspapers.
As an of ficer of the Foundation, I hesitat ed.
As events develop e d , perh ap s it is better that
I waited. So many pr evi ously unkno ~m frien ds of the
University v.~r ot e t·T ith such eloquence of their pride and
conf i dence in the Unive sity that their voices had an
authentic ring of outrage which might have be en discounted in t h e stat ements of lm01·m fri end s of the University.
In the meantime, just as a p erson, I 1,rant you and
Grace to lmo-r.r h ow fortunate we fe el to have you in our
midst.. Your de di c ation and a chievement cont inue to be a
source of i n s p iration to your many frien ds.
I do hop e you both had a nice v acation. Our was
uni que
not exa ctly a v ac a tion, but first-r ate as an
adventure.
Sincerely,

)

September 18, 1962

o; . .Jose.ph s. flo~,

j
I

Jr.

I

Professor of Financ::e

I

\
1

School of Businett Administration
Univer$lty of North Carolina.

I

Chapet Hill , N.C.

I

I

i/.
\

·...

Dear Joe:
Thanks ever 'o much for Nrtdi~g ~· a oopy of your letter .of
September 14th to the GOY.rnor. It was.a. good . sto~ment and I appreciate
your writ in it very ~ch .
.,

..
I

I

As y u, may 1ave heord.fr~. ~~ r•lati•• · the Board q£ Con. .
trol c:ame ou with~~ statement at ,it;J ~eting , ~st Friday. It was.
published in the Tampa Tribune IOJt Sa~day, ,and f.hope you how seen
... o copy of it by now .
,1
I hope e1lso that this puts tlw, 1, motter: at.rest so that we <iQFl
,.. get on wit-h aome trior& productive acti,vJ~,(e,s thc;.n has .been the c:aaa over
I

tho lost aeveral weeks.
•

., .
I

I

·, · -,. ·
,· ,...

.

~

'' '

SfnC4i~8 ry 1

..

,..

JohnS. Allen

/

,.,

I

'i

<>

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
CHAPEL HILL, No•TH CAaoUNA

Dear John:
I can only say that I hope this helps a little.
I wish there was sonething else I could do.

Best wishes,

q- t tl- 6 :z

Fame Br:fe,nt
GOvemo:r o£ Florida
'l&1 labl.ssee, Florida

Tl:1$ UQDO.l'tlble

Dear Govemor Il:t';yant:

X have hesi'te.te.d tQ. vr1te YQU this letter,; 'bu.t after· eonsi.dertns tile
scme :PfU'ts ot tbe excellent ~b Wbioh it w.s
pr1v1•
lege to bear .a t the Batlocal nu Aasociat1cm at lllUi. Beecb, I be.ve
de01ded to so ~&®ad 1n tbe hopes tnat you ~ t~ave tile 1n your busy
scbl\!ldul.e to consider qr vlevs •. The ~aaan felT ~ ~e1tatton is tbtt I
wteh to wrlte YO.U 1n cCliJileotten Vith the :unfortunate npercuasians
tbe
so-called "'JQbns CCIJIId.ttee"' 1nvest~ticms ot tbe· untversit1ea of the
state Of FloridA, yet I no lal'lger hAve any d.il'ect ~100. With the state.

true

·..

~t Of

nw

or

1st me give you a~blng of ~ ~. . I ·am ·a r».tive o% tbe
state ('bOnltn ~~ florida) e.nd a S%'$duate· Qf tbe um.vers1ty ot
Flortda {B.s. 1n lklsinesa Mm'n:J stl'Sti®in 3.943)" After 'Wdog edvaaiCed

degrees 1n the Un1vera1tJ of North caroJJ..na1 .l ~ •t tbe Un:Lven1ty
Of J'lorida fran lseiO t~ 1956~ I ~aigued to ac•pt the poeit1on %
nov bold, yet I ba~ -.inta1.Deel. close t1eQ V1th 11\'f. Dative state s:tnce ~
mather 1s a l!'esident Of !'all,pa, Q.nd I ~ve relAtives 1n Arcadia, Qcala1
end other florid$ c,_mSties. Wben J came to V1a1t _. mtber duriDs D\Y
~ vaea.tton, tbe ~ 1'4pl;tr& ~ tuU ot tblit 1DYe"'"-t1on Ol tbe.
University of Sattb nonaa, 1 talkad brlEtfl¥ oo tbe phalle vitb Jleao
Clarles MUUkin (an G1d Men!) 01' t~ Sobool ot a.ae.ta.ea Mnrtntst~ation
tne:re, e.u1 he irxUcated to me tbe ~· tba't tbe taculty 8Dl admtntetn•
t1e11 of tbe Sc QOl. · l'8 concerned b5" the 1nv'eat1pt101n aD4 t~ .r e}m"t or
tbe CC!I*Id.tt~ (wh1ob I bave t114).

I l'eBtlize it is cllfftcult for people out ide tbe· .cei!eJld.c world to
tbe feelinp ot ~eaQ%'8. 10 8U4h attere. After teacld.IJS
at ~ coll.ege level tor 19 ~~ 1 beUeve l bave . - stU» Of tbltee
$ttit\ldee. ~

~rst.al):l

ooven10r, as. an ou.ta1ditr, I dO not P"t&Ua to Q'Uieat.S.Oft. $D3' find11'l68
Of tact Wbich a duly eCID.8t1tuted lestslat1ve cODIId.ttee Jill¥ bave. It tbly
b8ve eatablismd. tbat ~ ~1v1t1es bave in~ OCC\U".t"e<11 1t 1e
obvicua tlat th<>Sfl 1n autbatity sbouJ,d tNe *C't1CII1 to prevent. such
act1v1t1es from bapptntng em that eiv1.l &utharlties shCQld pwish tb!
ot:remers . But tbe QODIId.ttee l'eport 1 l"M4 dld not l"ettl.q point out tbia
problem as DllCb as it teell8d to question tbe Jud&aent of the faculty and
admJnS ·e tratiQil of tbe 1Dat1tut1on With respe¢t to ~ aasigned :for
reeding .m ideas d.1ecusee4 freely ill tlle. claa•l"'eell·

Governor Farris Bryant

September 14, 1962

Governor, your M1am1 BeaCh talk stressed tbe ilqporta.noe Of "brainlf
deve10J~Ent of .s cience.
)bet of tbis brain powe~ is h1ghly
trained• .m :i I'm Sorr:J' to say that. 1'ew of the people you :refer.red to were
trailled 1n Flori® or the SCIJ.th. :tn the institutions of the· East, M1d·
wet, and far west-·like CaUfornia.,. Ha:tvaxU, Cbieaeo, MLehigan, e.nd
Wisconsin--e. report Vbich devoted the space to crtticism of the rec~llla..
tion of a pQpular newel, which was the case of Johns' COJIIIIittee :Re})Ort. ol'
the umversity o.f South Florida, would be considel"8d absurd. Cei1iainl.y1
sc1eutif1ca.Uy minded professors do .n ot want to teach in l®titutions When
tbe type ot rec(mlllended reedS ng for UI¥\ergraduate students is subjected
to this kind of totaJ.ly uuwa.rran~ crtttctsm.
in tbe

cne :o f the personal disappointments ot nw Ute bas been. the failure
of D1if $l.liB Dater, the University of :Florida; to atta:Ln an over-all positloo
of t1rsi ·railk in even tbe, .S outh, let alone the nation. This 1s true of
the other Florida institutions
well, despite tbe ld.llions Qf dollars
Vbich have· been expended cc their plwsical tac1Uties ani taculties. In
JlfQ't, this failure has been related to political 1nfluences.. The decisive
efteet which Acting Governor Johfls bad upon the problem of pl'esidential
succession at GaineevUle. is a case 1n point. It takes liDre than money
to bW.ld an institution of higher learning. 'l'bis 1s why I am so distressed
at the JohnS Beport an the University Of 80\.ltb FJ.o.r tda. Here is a gteat
opportunity to build an exciting new institution nom the ground up. Yet
tbe effect of a repOrt like the Johns lteport Vil.l JIBke 1t very d:U'ficult
to attract pea,ple who are truly creative to this school. This I lmow. And
to liBke thi~s worse, the institution does not have a body of l'OyaJ. alUir.Uii ·
to support its activities.

as

.....

Certainly, if unlawtul acts are occurr:t.ng, they shol.i!d and must be
stopped. :att a IQethod mu.st be :f'OWld to ba.ndle such situations Wl:\ich Will
not endanger the future of Florida' s institutions of higher lea.rnillS•
Assurt.ng you of

1IW continued interest

in~

native state, I e.m

1---

oya., Jr.
feasor of Finance
JB:rcss

••
\
I

AN OFFICIAL NOTICE
We, the undersigned students, wish to express our approval of
the action taken by President Allen in regard to the investi~tion

presently being conducted.

Contrary to the rumors circulating as a result of the investigation, we ha ve not been subjected to:
....
I

1.

Required readings tha t are subversive or pornographic
in nature.

2.

Required readings that corrupted our moral sense of values.

3.

Persecution due to our religious or political beliefs.

Also contra ry to the rumors circulating as a result of the investigation, we

~ ~

subjected to:

1.

Required reading that challenged us to evaluate our
present beliefs and ideas.

2.

Required readings tha t exposed us to new and stimulating concepts and ideas.

3.

Learned instructors d·e dica ted to the search for truth
and not to the preaching of subversive or anti-religious ideas.

We feel that it would be a tragic mistake to limit the choice
of literature and idea s presented to the student body.

September 4, 1962

Rev. Edwin Davl1
Temple Terra C. Methodist.Church
Temple Te"ace Highway
Temple Te"ace, Florida
Dear Rev. Davits

\

i

I

·'•

Thank you far sending me copy of y9ur
letter to the Governor and others. It ta wonderful to have this ktnd Qf undarstanding and support
from you and from the other·ministers In the area i
I

/:

'

/

Sincerely,

\I

.

\

John S • Alien
President
{

l'
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i
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t e John '• Caumi tt e mi 1 t the. Board of Cootrol and· tbe .mail'lietrators
of Gur state univerei es babdle t
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President Allen ~
Dean Jean A. Battle

to:

I

.... 2, 1963

Mr•. Ktldrld "·

Iobe~t

2415 Nevada i.oad

Lakeland , florida

Par

aOIH

ucallan&.:

1a& the
florida.

d•y• nov l have been vanU.a& to write you a~ut your
r•~•nt letter to the lditor C)f the Ta.pa Tr:l.bua• coacuo...

CO..itte4 iuveatiaation of the Univaraity of
Figally 1 have aei~ed a mom~nt to do so.

Jo~

So~th

latter appeared the ~ruing aever~l of u• went to t allahaa ...
vhera Preaid•at Allen apoke to a joint aeuaion of the laaialatura
1n ~afutation of Mr. Havas' atataaant. rresicl a.t Allen 'a ~OUJDent,
aa we atartecl o\lt, ~•• that yo\11' latter waa 1o auch to the point
that bll could aadly tubatituta. it. for tbe apee~h be planned to
aiva.

You~

It 1a 110et heartanin& to receive the ·k ind o£ aupport you and
hWldreda of other iatelligant people have given us in our eftor.t s
to make thh a real '3aivara.1 ty. We expeat with thie kind of
•upport to weather th••e inta~ittant, but unpleasant~ storaa
•ud rOMiR true to the objective• of a rHl •tate univeraity 1n
a da.>cracy.
We are abo vary pleaaad witb Carolyn ' • reaation to tbe Univerdty
and her teachers .
TbaDka aaaia for your fiue atate.eat.
Cordially,

Sidney J. P'reocb
Duo
SJF:lad

Let freedom ring!
which i

t r1 y amazing to

It is

ee the great pressure

brought t o bear to des troy the J ohns Commi t tee, created by

the Florida Legis a ure
this state.

o

er orm a vital ser v ice for the people of

Regardless of whether the j ob done by t he Johns Committee

wa1 good or b·ad or even if it made mistakes in procedure, it would

be a tragedy to set the precedent for the elimination of committees
constituted by law to protect the people from bureaucratic abuses
by certain of our

ub li

institutions.

It is . common knowledge that one

of the chief object i ves of subversive elements i n the United States
is to do away wit

al . lega l authorities who have the power t o investi-

gate and bring be fo re t e people the res l ts of their investigations.
We need this protec i
but not destroy the

; it

i s nece sary to our s rvival.

vital committees .

·I

Let freedom ring !

Let us guide

TtU S SERMON WAS PREACI£0 AT ST. MARY •S CHURCH, TAMPA, F'LOR IDA
~y THE REV .
CARROLL Eo SIMCOX, B. Oo, PH.Do, RECTOR
SEPTEMBER ~ 2,
1962

WHERE THE SPIRIT OF THE LORD IS
THERE IS
····· ··· ·

LIBERTY o

0

II CORINTHIANS 3:17.
-·: ·

The recent report of ttMa .bhns Committee concerning tlilat has been going
on at .our: new university Is by no means a matter of polltlcaJ or educational ·
l..,or.t ance only. The issue ral$ed by that InvestigatiOn are moral ~nd religious
lssi!Cs. and the Church cannot stand by and say that It is all very Interesting
but none of our spl ritual buslneiis.
..
. . . There Is an obvious conflict between the state legislature's investl9atlng _
corRittee and the admlnlstratiOB ·of the Unlveislty of South Florida. But thh;; -- ·
Is only a specific focussing of the broader conflict bet~ those Al~erlc.ns wt1o
do not rea1Jy believe In free<ba of thought - here_· represented by the Johns. - ·
Co1Dm1ttee - and those \1lho do. We. \Odlo are the Church, -we ~ profess and call
ourselves Christians, . are foreed to ask ourselVes tlihere we stand. ·
· . . I think we need to begin \fith a confession of guiJt. If I wanted to make
the understate.ent of ·the century I lid say something Hke this: the Christian
Church ·h as not always stood tmequlvOC&IIy and heroically for freedom of th0Ught 0
free_dom of speech, freedom of . research. The ChurCh bas, on the whole, a sarry
reeo~d ,In this area.
It wul,d be hard to find a sli\g1e great step forward tmlcb
ha~ beea .ade In medica 1 scI enc.e, physl ca 1 scIence.,~. or Soc I a 1 se I ence, which · ·
did .not have to overeorae fierce ...S fanatical ecclesiastlc:a1 resistance. And
It •v be that we twentieth-century Christians, knOwing our record and being
as,hamd of It, are Inclined nOtrtadays to go to the opposite extreme and to say
tta't:.-.tlile stand for the right · of anybody to teach and :to do anything - no matter
~t It Is. That Is a very dangerous attitude, and many of us fall Into It because :w are afraid CJf being· called ·bigots and persecutors.
. .. . What does our Lord Jesus teach us about thl matter? "Ye sha 11 know the
trutb" 11 He says, "and the truth shall .Eke you free." .· Yes: but He Identifies
HiMSelf with the truth. 11 1 am the Way, the truth 0 and the life: no man cometh
unto -the Father but by me." Now, . as Christians, you and I have to stick to tha_t .
We may aclml t the right of the atheist or the Hindu to teach In our schools, and
even to teach our young people -nat· he bel I eves and tllhy~ But .I subMit that U
tb_ere l.s to be that acact..lc freedom for non-thrlsti·ans there ought to be the
saM freedom for Christian teadlers. President A11en says that there Is, at the
tJnl,veralty 'o f South Florida, and · l believe ~···
··
·.
·
•'Where the Splrtt of the Lord Is," says St. Paul, "there Is Uberty."
Too often and too easily these .ords are quoted g11bly to support the proposition
that ~re the Spirit of the LOrd prevails nobody cares what anybody thinks, aays,
or does. That bland tolerance of everything is not Christian liberty. St. Paul
Is ~aaklng the profoundly true assertion that tldhen a· aan Is aovect by the Spirit
of Chrlst 0 be becomes gloriously free. Says one recent COII!mefttator on this
passage: •rrrue liberty Is not the ·freedom to do as ·we t Ike; It Is the po..er
to dQ as lllle ought ••••••We are free only when our capacities are released through
clewtlon to Set.lethtng greater than ourselves. An artist finds freedom In devatiOA
to his art. A craftsman finds it ~ hi _, powers are released by the vision ofwhat he Is trying to c:reate. Host of--all, we find release through love for others
welfare we seek."
We must be clear about this: as Christians ~be lieve In liberty, but
we do not believe In Hbertarianlsa~ Thomas Hu~ley We.'~ ei great chaqJion of
t lberty, but t.e said this: · •~ a atan's wor-st dlfrlet~~ltles bGg~· n when li6 is able
to Cia &fi he likes." He was warning against libertarianism.
Now 1 It Is a very easy thhig to make libertarianism respectable by caJJ ..
Jng It academic freedom''. and I •m afraid there is a dangerous Jot of this In

s

•se

,...

-.
..

'

Amerlcan . educatlon today. I .es a student chaplain for eight years at two
of. _o ur large universities. I_ a:aet all too many professors whQ said sf lly and
Irresponsible things In their classes simply to get a followlag, to get a
reputation for being "advanced" and "orlglna I" and "emancipated." There •Y
be none such at the Unlve.-slty of .South Florida . I hope there are not. For
that Is not academic freedom: that is ac:aclemh: Irresponsibility.
.
President Allen Is right In his c:ooceptlon of the proper funetloo of a
URI~rsity, •d the Johns CoDIIIittee Is wrcmg. The J()hfts Coealttee and hosts
of 9thers believe that an American university exists specifically to propagate
Americanism, anticommunism, (:hristlanlty, heterosexa,aaUty, and a know1edgo
books as harmless as "the Bobbsey Twins and Peter Rabbit: Although objections
have been raised by anxious !overs of raci .al puritY itiJOut OM rabbit book In
~leh o bl~ r~bhlt ;and a Mhlte .rabblt fail in love 1
We .have to face thhs: if by the t ime our chlldr~ go to college we have
not . taught; them_the way o~ li f e ~ich we think is right, we have failed, and
.they: are no.t ready to face thc!l world as .i t Is. There are atheists; there?a;.ar:e ·
: connunlsts, and "coms~'l'lpS"; · there are hollosexuals; and there are not only
boOks~ ,wlth. cllr:ty ~rds In them but even people who use these dirty l«lrds. ·
SOiaehow a ·university has got to teach its students how to Jive and to deal
wtth these facts.
It has been established that there are no con~~~Unlsts teaching at
Sout~ Florida. Evan so, If \\e are to have a real wdverslty., doing the
proper _,rk of a .miverslty., the case for COiilrlWnlsm has to be fairly and
fully presented. If we do not study our enemy by llst.e nlng to him, how eu
we cope with him Intelligently and effectively?
About the dirty bo<:)J<s: there Is plenty of obscenity In the holy Bible,
say nothing of Shakespeare.. Th& t~ of Hawthome•a The Scarlet Letter ts
adultery. Great llteratur~ has to mirror human life as it is, and It must
reflect the mud and fi It~ of ~~an as -11 as the granct.r . It does seem to me
that 110M of our best conteJapOrary writers wallow rather excessively In the mud,
as If t.hey like it. But It Is for the student to ask hhuelf why this Is so.
Writers 11ke Steinbeck, Ten:nessee Wl 1liai8S , faulkner, and Salinger present to
us· t .he life of man In our troubled and twisted era. If the student would Wtderstaftd the .,rld he Is growing up fnto he must 1eam t .o take a cool, c:Unlcal
look at the garbage.
.
The purpose of the university Is to teach It& students how to think
and how to deal with the _,rid artd with Jife'.'BS they experience lt. Where
than are our young people to get their ~ligious faith, their moral Ideals?
First and foreaost. In the home. If you don't want your child to be an atheist
or a comrilunlst or a mral degenerate It's up to you to get hi-$ life established
on the right foundations when he its young • . To be sure, many of us rwa Into cme
great difficulty with this, when the child reaches college age or even high
school age: he decides that he wants to think and to choose for himself. A1.,st
any Intelligent youngster rebels against his parents• religious convictions and
noral standards. Thts Is bound to be an anxious time for parents. The only
thing I can tell parents when they bring this problem to me Is that they must
bcJ patient and understanding. The adolescent rebel 1loa does not last forever.
· Host· people teftd to come back to the faith and the Ideals of their fathers once
they themselves have lived as adult& for a while. But as parents we should want
our children to go beyond us at last - not simply to c:ome back to us.
The Church has a tremendous responsibility for Its young people of college
age, and we a~ doing our best to fulfil it ~t South Florida. We have a full-time
chaplain there and we are bu1Jdh'9 a chapel and student center. It is the student
chaplain's job to apply the Christian answer to those religious and moral problems
of •tuclent life. Our Episcopal chaplain, Father Dickman, has received nothing
but c:OI!plete and earnest co~ratlon from the University authorities. I do

of
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not see how • can ask more of a tax-supported public institution than that.
Behind the report of the Johns. Comml ttee we see one of the saddest and
1110st ominous phenomena of present-day American life, and that Is fear of the
Intellectual• Why are so many people convinced that our col leges and universl~ies
are Infested with atheists and COl1llllUJ,lists and moral perverts? I wish I knew the
...001e anSNer to that question. But 9ae big part of it is tMs: that many of
us are afraid to exaalne honestly ~ intelligently the foundation~ of our
religion. our 110rallty• our -way of Jffe: and a university is of necessity
clewtecl to the task of examining and exploring everything.
A university is not c:fotng the ~rk of a university with a student usa1ess,
In one -.ay or anOther, It forces hia · to answer such questions as these:
"You: ·think that our AIAerJean :free-enterprise way of life Is superior to
c0mmui11Sm. Why do you think 50? What do you know about COflliunlsm? What did
Karl Marx teach? What have
Russians done with ttt. teachings of Karl Marx?"
·
"You say tbat you believe in the Christian God.• In the Holy Trinity, In
the Bible, In personal hamortcHity. Why? - What are 'Your reasons?"
11
Here are these books written by Steinbeck, Md Faulkner and D. K.
Lawrence. Solie people c:a11 them fi-lthy. What do Vt.w make of them?. Do they
represent to you II fe as it I s1" . ·
. ·
··
:
· There .are unavoldabie risks Jn a11 true edueatfon, especially In higher
education. There ts always the rhlk that the studeant will not be able -or ·
willing - to .think his way through to a sound answer to such quastlons.
Is my o!IM bel·lef that not e~rYbodV Q\Zibt to go to eo liege. Higher education
should be·ontt for those eapab1e of .r eceiving It without being ruined for ·ufe
by lt. I don't know whose fault Is Is If It Is a · fault - t .h at there are some
peOs) le who just can • t think theIr way .·:<~·hrough these . ultimate Issues of 11 fe,
but certatniy It Is not the fault of 'o.lr. universities ·. v v.- hlte11ec:tua1s.
We are not going to ·p reserve . the · Chris~ ian fat th rn thi-3 I I ves of our
yc)ung people by keeping them in a spiritual .klndergar.ten ~l~~atlon in which
no disturbing questions are ' ever raised In their presence. Now I'd like to
see the Christian professors ·at South Florida and eVerywhere else become
muc:h ..Ore bddly arid aggressively Christ_tan than many of . them are. Christians
In academic circles have let themselves be put on the defensive In our age.
1 suppose It's the old fear of seeming bigoted and fanatical. We do have to
get' over that complex of ours. But -the answer is not to suppose the non- ·
Christians and the anti-Christians. The answer is for all of us to speak out
1110re ·boldly and clearly the reasons for the faith that iS . in uso
·
Our Sunday School starts next Sunday. I hope that all this controversy
about the Johns Committee report wfl1 make all of us ·reallze how essential It
Is dlat our children be wen · grounded an· the fatth t.ilhlle they are children • .
That Is what we try to do In our' Sunday .School. I' ·ask aH of you to pray for
our teachers and our children and to use and to support our whole educational
program. We will soon be starting instruction classes for children and adults.
If yau are an adult communicant you would find it most helpful to attend the
adult class to think through once again what you believe and why you believe lt.
. The . answer to COiliRUnlsm and . Irreligion and all the evils of our day is
mQre intel II gent and dedicated Christian faith and Hfe .;. beginning with ourselves~
·
11Where the Spirit of the Lord Is.
there ts Uberty."
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December 6, 1962

TELEPHONE TUXEDO 7-6511

Dr. J ohn Allen, President
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida
Dear Dr. Allen:
~

I certainly enjoyed spending the day with you, John Egerton, and the other
people from Florida institutions and hope that our session was of some
assistance to you. I certainly had not realized the extent of the problem
that has developed at your university and others in Florida and hope that
the action of the Board this weekend will be of help.
Since our discussions, the more I have thought about your peculiar problems, it seems to me an active and rather thorough program to improve
r elations with high school students and their parents would be most
helpful for your institution in the next few years. Since you have no
alumni, these potential students, their parents, and the parents of your
present students really will represent your "potential alumni" for some
time. It would seem to me that you might wish to seriously consider
adding a person in the public relations department to work under John
Egerton specifically with high school students and their parents. This
person might also develop a program of activities and communications
with the parents of the present student body. The more I have thought
about your problem, the more convinced I am that securing the understanding and support of these groups would be the most valuable thing the
institution could do at this time.
I also think you would want to strengthen your relations and further
involve the members of the Devel opment .Council, as well as other key
groups ~ in :1.the Tampa Bay area, as we discussed; but the potential students
and parents are two groups who could do more to combat the kinds of
attacks you have had than anyone else .
Again, may I thank you for a very pleasant visit to your campus.
call on me if I can ever be of any further assistance .

Pleas e

With kindest regards, I am
Sincerely yours,

&

Edwin M.
Director

EMC km
THE

LAND-GRANT

UNIVERSITY

OF

THE

STATE

OF

ALABAMA

September 18, 1962

Mr. Edwin M. Solomon
198 Cardy StrMt
Tampa, Florida
Dear Mr. Solomon:
·..

...

Thank YO!U for your letter of August 30th,
with encloeed cople$ of letten to YOI"IOUI papers and
state officials.
I apprec iate the sentiments expressed In
your letten, and I apprecl(lte even more the opportunity
to leam how you feel.
With many thanks for your support.

Sincere ly,

John S. Allen
President

•

\

August 30, 1962
Dr. ~ohn Al l en, Presidant
University of South Florida
Tamp a, ]'lor ida
Dear Dr . Allen:
I hope you won't consider it presumptious of me to partake in
a small way in t his current but one of many leg islat ive farces.
Its most dishe artening to observe our nat i on making giant strides
f orward in sociologic al a s well as technic al arena s and then observe the wheel-sp inning muddle of lorida politics.
Pl ea se chalk this letter a s one for t he side of acad emic freedom.
·.. :y last such eff ort was on behalf of Dr. Hard eman but T. U.
has t heir local "pork-chopp ers" to contend with.
Enclosed are copies of vari ous scribbl ings giving vent to my
disgust and frustr a tion . If t here is any way I may be of
service let me know.
The best of l uck and p lease don't budge an inch.

s;cerel~ ~EDWIN M. Sat.DMON

198 Cardy St.
Tampa
&
536 J . E . 3rd St.
Ga iaesville, Fla .

c___

August 30 1 1962

l. Bro · e.rd Culpepper, Exeout1Te Director
ot Control ot lorlda

~oerl

Tallahaesee, llor14a

De r

'

. • Oul.pepp ert

e atte.ohed protest describes t he qua--.leg1t1mate nature

ot the John8 Committee and i t s f ailure to ef 1'ect pos·t t1Ye ro••

Ite entire function is redundant to the ex i sti.ns channe·l s

ot a4in1n1strat1on, t h Florid St te Soard ot :b!duoation nd . ·
the Bo rd ot Control,

·...

· As
citiz n I ap tal to t he Bo rd ot Control to weigh
port 1tb
rai n of salt in rtew ot the q·u est he lob s
tlonable a S. anct quali tioat i ns ot the memb rs in terme ot
t he oommJ,.tt e• s sincere interaat in 1mproY 1n florida • s in•
etitutlone ot high ~ learning without regard to political
ain net tre publicity.
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Membership Minister
DENVER C, PICKENS, D.O.

Church Visitor
MRS,

D. T, SIMS

August 29, 1962

·.

Dr. John S. Allen, President
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida
My dear President Allen,
I am prompted to write to you by the recent newspaper
articles, concerning the report of the Florida
legislative investigation committee.
I am sure that a great number of other people have
shared with me the deep appreciation and respect
for you and for your administration at the University
of South Florida. I feel certain that the committee's
report has not changed our opinion. We have every
confidence that you have been ~hd - are • bui ld ing a
university of which we can all be very proud. I
hope you will continue yo ur work there for a long,
long time.
Very sincerely yours;

~~g.~
Walter B. Rutland, Minister

October 4, 1962

Mr. Hollis Holbrook
Profeuor of Art
Unlvn41Jitf Florida
Gainesville, Florida

Dear Profe110r Holbrook:
Thank you very kindly for yow letter of
October 1st. It was wonderful of you to write
me as you did, and I have taken the liberty
of showing thla letter to •verof of my colleagues here •
With every good wlah •

I

(
Slnc:.,rely,
John S • Alien
President

\

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
GAINESVILLE

COLLEGE

OF

ARCHITECTURE 81

FINE ARTS

DEPARTMENT OF ART

(Xtober 1, 1962

Dr. John Allen, President
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida

Dear Dr. Allen:

....

During the difficult days through 1h ich the
University of South Florida has passed, thousands of us have
stood silently by feeling the bitterness yet unable to do
much about it. In our minds, however, the stature of both
you and the University has EJ'OWn. Certainly your corrluct
has been an inspiration to educators ever.ywhere.
My warmest regards to you and your wife and
fellow colleagues.

ollis Holbrook
Professor of Art

. RESOWTION OF THE KIWANIS CLUB OF TAMPA, FLORIDA

·.

"WHEREAS, the State Board of Control unddr Florida law
has jurisdiction over and complete management and control of
State institutions of higher learning, including the University
of South Florida, and is invested with full power and authority
to make all rules and regulations necessary for their governance;
and
WHEREAS, the State Board of Control has issued its report
recognizing the outstanding work and accomplishments of said
University and i ts rapid growth during the brief period since
its establishment; and

WHEREAS, said University under able leadership has developed
into an asset of great value to the State of Florida, and
particularly to the City of Tampa and its environs and deserves
the strong support of all citizens and organizations dedicated
to the welfare of this community;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Kiwanis Club of
Tampa, Florida, at its regular meeting duly assembled on the
lOth day of October, 1962, that this Club expresses its deep
appreciation to the administrative staff headed by Dr. John S.
Allen for their able guidance of the University of South Florida
from its inception to the present significant position it occupies
as a State University.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that thi s Club endorses the report
of the State Board of Control supporting the University of South
Florida and hereby signifies its implicit confidence in Dr. John
S. Allen in the administration of the affairs of said University;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that copies of thi s Resolution be
delivered to the President of the University of South Florida,
to the State Board of Control and to the Tampa Tribune and Tampa
Times."

We hereby certify that the foregoing is
a true copy of Resolution adopted by the
members of the Kiwanis Club of Tampa,
Florida, at the regular meeting of the
Club on Wednesday, Oc obe 10, 1962.

. ~

1731 San Mateo Drive
Dunedin, Florida
October 2), 1962

Editor
Tampa Tribune
Tampa, Florida
Dear Sir:
Many fail to give the American public straight talk.

...

(l) Former Presidents. Herbert Hoover advocated a Council of Free Nations
that would fight for freedom. But would we fight for freedom? ~ve fired General
MacArthur for i-Tanting to win the Korean War; relieved General Walker of his command
for being too anti-Communist; promised n·we -vti.ll bury yout 11 Khrushchev a free hand
in Hungary's fight for freedom; helped the "We viill marry youl 11 United Nations try
t · force Katanga into a coalition; felled Laos and \fest New Guinea only this year;
watched a Hounded freedom-seeking East Berliner die; and honor the Khrushchev
Doctrine of American Hands Off Cuba. As one of the Hungarian refugees, who ifai ted
in vain for American aid, bitterly remarked after the 1956 massacre, "Life is too
dear to Americans". And as one American GI in Lc.os -vmndered before Laos fell to
the Reds, 11 ~·fuy am I su·)posed to help these people fight if the other side is
supposed to idn?"
Harry Truman recently stated that 11 this is not the tL~e for politicians to
embarrass the President vlhen they do not have and can not have all the facts".
But he was merely diverting attention from the obvious facts of our history of
defeats. Besides Mr. Truman himself endorses the government Iron Curtain of
secrecy-and there is much about the "negotiations" between our government and
Communist countries that is never revealed to the public--behind which the betrayals
of Americans, and others, were planned; for he applauded when President Kennedy
invoked "executive privilege" against the Senate comd.ttee investigating this
adrninistra.tion 1 s censoring of anti-Connnunist speeches by the military.
Dwight Eisenhovler vrants Cuba not to be a political issue in the November
elections. Our national security is in danger and Ike wants us to play 'possum as
he did in office!
(2) TV. Walter Cronkite (CBS) during the coalition negotiations on Laos
expressed:Puzzlement over why, despite the parental prodding by U.S. and Russia,
the Red and anti-Red Laotian princes simply were non-co-operative so. He virtually
asked, "Why don't you children (princes) pay heed? After all, Father (Uncle Sam)
and Mother (Russia) know best". (The Reds wanted -and won- control of the military
and the police.) And recently on 11 20th Century", he hailed General George c. Marshall-who iiaS key in China's fall to the Reds--as a world hero.
Dr. Albert Burke (NBC) on "A Way of Thinking" darkly warned us recently that
Russia is a "great'' power and admonished for their "stereotyped thinking" those who
say German scientists were responsible for Russian space advances. But slavery is
not a mark of a "great" power; and, rather, Dr. Burke's way of thinking is "stereotyped•,
tor German rocket scientists, who had developed missiles even during World War II
( cintinued)
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were incleed instrumental in launching Russia' s space efforts (and ours). He also
warned that Qlina is now to be "feared", but he was silent on Qlina's tragic mass
failures and hunger. (Perhaps, though, he rightly fears the Chinese now in Cuba
who eventually may be 1 defensively" chasing Americans through the Everglades.)
Ed Sullivan (CBS ) recently uncurtained scenes that depicted the Russians as a
happy, contented, well- behaved people--simply good people. But these were people
who had been incubated in the conditioned environment of censorship and angelism,
the forcing of people to be good; and who, as children, presented Stalin with
flowers saying, 1 Thank you, Marshall Stalin, for our happy childhood". Mr. Sullivan
hid
view the recalcitrants , in and out of slave camps; the captive peoples;
and photographs of some of the millions of people, Russians and captives, killed
and forgotten long ago by Stalin, Khrushchev, and others.

tram

(3) Newsmen. Cartoonist George White (10/16) in the Tribune depicted America
as a land where freedom of the press rings. But t his picture is tarnished by the
many major newspapers across the country that~ .!!91 publish the whole truth.
Drew Pearson (9/27) in an "open letter" to his grandson, Drew Arnold, wrote
indirectly that (1) poverty causes Communism, (2) American capitalists allowed
poverty in Cuba, and (3) therefore Communism has overtaken ·c uba. But Mr. Pearson
didn't fill in grandson Drew on (1) that poverty existed millenia before Communism,
(2) that poverty existed in Cuba before the arrival of American capitalists,
... (3) whether or not Americans compounded poverty in Cuba, and (4) that Communism
didn't overtake Cuba until our State Department knowingly lent Castro a hand.
("Granddaddy, shame on youl")
Drew Pearson (8/15) described Communist Tito as a pleasant host and a considerate
man. "We never shoot deer", Mr. Pearson quoted Tito, who had the Yugoslav patriot
Mikhailovitchkilled. But he did not did not quote what Tito had to say about
Comrade Djilas whom Tito had jailed for criticizing Communism.
Drew Pearson (9/24) stated that th.e Americans for Constitutional Action had
ideas on taking the U.S.A. back to the days of McKinley". (Interestingly, Castro
stated in parallel that some Americans "were living in the past • • • and ought
to set their watches".) But, strangely, his concern about ideas on time did not
extend to the Ne't'i Frontiersmen 1 s ideas on time. Centuries ago Sir John Harrington
asked,
1
Tre~son doth never prosper. what's the reason?
For if it prosper none dare call it treason."
Now the American Constitution calls treason "giving aid and comfort to the enemy".
The enemy, of course, is Canmunism, for Khrushchev, the head Red, said that he would
bury us. Besides, we spend $50 billion a year for defenses (though ineffective)
against Communism. And our New Frontiersmen do give~ to the enemy through their
policy to give "foreign aid11 to, and to trade with, Communist countries. They
certainly give comfort to the enemy, too, exemplified only recently by our Secretary
of State Dean Rusk being dinner host to Russia's Andrei Gromyko at the Waldorf.
( 1 Hey, start the musicl
Let's do the Lenin Step, Andrei; you know it. You lead:
two steps forward and one step back. And I'll follow: one step forward and two
steps back.")
11

Let Mr. Pearson choose again from the ideas on time the ones that are backwardincluding his own.
Mr. Pearson (9/22) morally balanced Russian bases in Cuba with our bases in
Russian aggression with free "V{Orld defenses. He concluded from the Monroe
Doctrine that since we have been "all zdxed up in past wars" outside our hemisphere

Turkey ~

(continued)
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(say, like World War II when we saved Russia from disaster), then what's wrong
with Russian aggression in this hemisphere? Cuba,as the free world knew it, is
being tragically obliterated from the face of the earth while words of deceit are
being strung end to end like boxcars and callously pulled around the country via
the newspaper route b.1 that engine of propaganda, Drew Pearson.
William R. Frye (9/16) warned us about the 11 escalating 11 and "total" consequences
of taking action in Cuba b.Y asking one of those ace-in-the-hole questions that are
always wheeled out as heavy artillery and positioned to destroy, once and for all,
all arguments in defense of a strong stand against Communism: "Is Cuba worth the
risk of an atomic war?" The answe:r,of course, lies within the sequel to the above
question, which is the latest in the continuing count-down series: "Is Miami, or
the Everglades, or Florida, or the South ••• worth an atomic war?"
Mr. Frye also counselled that an enforced embargo on Cuba would 11 be an
extremely difficult policy to defend in the UN". But if Congress were earnest
and did enforce an embargo am Cuba, it would also cut the life-giving umbilical
cord between the UN, which siphons off American money to Cuba, and the u.s. Treasury.
The resulting screams of anguish would create such tornadic 11 winds of change" within
the U. N. walls that t he Glass House would begin to quake; then rend and shatter; and
fin~lly, having no moral strength of its own, collapse, ending its inglorious existence
and leaving behind the international boll weevils scurrying about looking for a home.
John M. Hightov1er 1 s (AP,9/23) propaganda showed when he wrote: "Premier (]cillet}
.. Khrushchev has committed ~xtendeq] Soviet prestige [infami\ to the defense
~ubversion potential] of Co~nunism in Cuba so heavily that u.s. officials are
becoming concerned [cravefrr over the grave danger of a • • • miscalculation [§hrewdly
accurate judgemenij on his part ••• of how the u.s. will react to future threats (*]. 11
* That is, J.FX and Khrushchev both knolv that the U.S. will not react to present
threats. JFK on TV (10/22) merely told us--after conferring with the Russians--that
he did not like those 11 offensive 11 Russian missiles in Cuba (the buildup .of missile
bases in Cuba is old news) and that the Russians had better not fire any I (Will JFK r s
11 quarantine 11 , which Russia can fly over arryHay, include Com.rnunist ships loaded with
American foreign aid flour?)
(4) Congress. Senator Fulbright (Ark.) supports foreign-aid, which includes aid
to Communist countries, because 11 80 per cent of foreign- aid is spent in the USA". That
is, to him foreign aid is O.K. if it is produced b,y Americans from American resources
at a profit even if it (1) increases the national debt by the amount of its cost,
(2) aids Communism, and (3) will likely cost American lives.
Senator Dodd recently sta~ed that our failures in foreign policy were due to
ineptitude. Yet he knew that these failures were due to ability, not tneptitude.
Besides, Senator Dodd himself showed ineptitude when he voted for the UN bond is sue.
He knows the sordidness of the history of the UN, for Mr. Dodd himself revealed that
our taxes are supporting the Moscow training of Russian spies operating through the UN.
Senator Smathers wants to "free Cuba 11 ; yet he voted for foreign aid that includes
Communist Poland that sends "foreign aid11 to Ghana that sends troops to Cuba that is
thereby strengthened to fend off free Cubans.
These and others in Congress, whose words and actions contradict, are of too
little conviction for resolve.. Their aim is only to please. With isolated exceptions
they appropriate money to anybody even if the money is not there: they stamp OK
any Presidential appointment: and they pass unconstitutional bills with a clear

(continued)
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coll8cience proudly pointing out yet that the Supreme Court never declares their
works unconstitutional. (What if the Supreme Court members were Communists?)
Their decisions are based on, not their own convictions, but on world opinion, or
their party' s opinion, or the President 1 s opinion • • • Perhaps the fault is ours,
the public, · who vote for a candidate because he has that Fame, or that Name, or
that Look • • •
Senator Church (Idaho) inserted Ralph McGill 1 s article about Robert Kennedy's
trip to Asia into the Congressional Record (3/l/62,p.2869) because it helped tell
1 the American story"•
But did it? In it Mr. McGill balanced America's history
dealing with Laos and Cuba with that of the Communists' dealing with Tibet and
Hungary: he hailed Robert Kennedy's debate with a Japanese Communist for "countering
accusations about Laos and Cuba with Tibet and Hungary". Let's see now. For our
side: we ("Ugly Americans") freed Cuba from Spain; last year sponsored an invasion
force to free Cuba again (though tragically under a "no-win" -banner) ; and in Laos
gave over the years millions of dollars in aid. On the other side: Communists
committed mass murder of Hungarians and Tibetans.
Mr. McGill also liked our country's moving trn.Jard socialism. He praised Robert
Kennedy for assuring the Japanese Cormnunist that America today is unlike America of
100 years ago (during the Civil War?);. that we have not stood still; that today we
have lots of socialism, such as public housing, being supported qy capitalism; and
that "this administration is not made up of i mperialists and capitalists" (isn't
JFX one, toot).
Mr. McGill ended when he contrasted Robert Kennedy' s--as he inadvertentl'Y
compared hi:s own--level of mentality with "the stupidities of the superpatriots
who are dull and uninfonned about this country".
And Senator Church said McGill 1 s article helped tell 11 the American story" I
Congress appeared surprised, then hot, then tough about the Russians in Cuba,
then ready to invade, but finally did nothing. If Congress had been serious about
invading Cuba it would naturally have asked: Hould v1e (1) continue diplomatic
relations with the Russians and allow them to inspect our defense plants? (2)
continue disarmament talks vJith Russia? (3) require the Cuban exile government,
which some advocate, to negotiate with our State Department that aided Castro to
power and that betrayed other exile governments in the past? ( 4) continue to
support Castro through the UN? (5) continue to buy products from Cuba and other
Communist countries? (6) withdraw military support from the invasion forces as
we did from the Cubans last year? and (7) be willing to pay hug e sums in ransom for
American prisoners if the invasion failed again? But Congress did not ask these
searching questions because it still envisioned the haunting spectre of Senator
Joe McCarthy ~om it censured--after the unleashed trained bloodhounds of propaganda attacked their prey with feverish killer-instinct--for asking too many questions.

(5) New Frontier. Walt Heller, White House economic advisor, recently assured
us that t~national debt was like home mortgages that families take on and that,
therefore, its continuing increase should not be disturbing. But many families-and nations--with growing debts have gone broke in the pastl
Secretary of State Dean Rusk champions foreign aid, which includes aid to
Communist countries, to 11 stop Communism'; yet his policy is not to aid those Cubans
who want to fight Cordlllunism. (Billions for tribute I Not one cent for justice I)
(continued)

Dean Rusk asserted that our foreign polia.y is not 1 no-win1 at all. Yet we
torced the Dutch to make a gift of West New Guinea to Indonesia--and never mind

What the native Pap~s thought--and then congratulated Indonesia for accepting
the gitt. (Will we also give up the eastern shore of New Guinea where Americans,
~o fought and died for freedom two decades ago, lie at rest in the peaceful vall~s
among the green hillsT)
The recent statement by the Department of Agriculture, headed up by Orville
Freeman, about Communist• ships bringing Soviet supplies to Cuba and then being
reloaded with American foreign aid flour was that "there's really nothing we can
do about it1 I ( Communist ships plow the waves with even keel when ballasted with
American flourl •uncork another bottle of vodka, John".)
President Kenn~'s recent trip to California was to be non-political. Yet
out there his talk with Governor Pat Brown was about pre-elections TV debates vl'i.th
candidate Richard Nixon.

~

JFK appeared to champion for equal rights to all men vlhen he promised that the
Southerners who were "cowardly and outrageous" against Negroes would be n appropriately
d~alt with". But this image was obscured by (1) the killing of Negroes in Katanga
by the u.s. supported UN troops whose cowardly and outrageous actions were defended
by JFK (Congress, legislative workhorses tied to the \~ite House hitching post,
recently approved the UN Bond issue to finance such action against Katanga), (2) JFK 1 s
low opinion of the mothers of American businessmen, and ( 3) JFK 1 s indifference to
the people in Cuba, vmose lives are threatened every day, as shown by his saying
Cuba is "not a serious threat" and then saying on TV (10/22), in effect, that
Russia may continue to subvert but more quietly.
He created the image of being anti-Communist ~nen he assured us that l~en he
came into office, Communism was "on the move in Berlin • • o the Congo • o o the
Carribean • • • and Laos" and that since then the tide of Communism had been
checked. And he improved this image by adding: 1 \-le have stopped Communism in Laos • • •
and in Berlin. Castro is reduced to a state of desperation • o o He has invited
Soviet help • • • and sealed his own doom • • o We are taking the 1.nitiati ve in
aid and trade.• He also assured us that Florida would be defended a~ainst Castro
(of course, we have to make a stand somevmere unless action is again •.: doomed to
stillbirth by the fear of a "major power confrontation that would escalate into a
nuclear fire storm").
But a contrasting image was created since then by (1) the Berlin \'fall, vmich
admittedly did stop sane Reds from leaving East Berlin, (2) his supporting the UN
fight against anti-Communist Katanga, (3) his allowing the Cuban invasion force to
spend itself, sealing the doom of Cuba, (4) his appeasing the Reds by forcing Laos
into a coalition for which he was congratulated by Khrushchev, who calls JFK a "man
of goodwill", (5) his policy of aiding, and trading with, Communist countries and
those countries where Communism is being installed. (Over the years we have taken
the bait of Communism's fake promise of material plenty and have been trying to
fulfill its promise through "foreign aid", which is now being even extended to our
enemy. F-or as JFK recently stated, 1 This country must make not only our society
work but all societies which are dependent upon u.s.. 1 )

(6) Letters to the Tribune. In a letter to the Tribune the Leape of Wanen
Voters or Tampa described the United Nations as being "mankind's last hope ••
for lasting peace•. But our Lord Jesus Christ, King of Everlasting Peace, said that
0

(continued)
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•by their fruits you will lmow them". And what are the fruits of the United Nations?
Justice in subverting the United Nations Children Fund to wage war on anti-Communist
Katanga'l Justice to Paul Bang-Jensen? Justice in Hungary? Tibet? Goat \'he Congo?
Cuba?

One letter to the Tribune said we should respect and, hence, not talk about
the dead, such as Franklin D. Roosevelt. But the suggestion would only lead to
complete historical blackout; and such historical works as Charles A. Beard's
President Rooseyelt ~ ~ Coming .2! the War, 1941 and Harry E. Barnes', Pernetua1
k l2l: Pernetua1 Peace would never have been written. Surely we may talk about
Washington, Lincoln • • t

(?) Recent Publicity Qn ~ Johns' ConL~ttee Report ~the University£!__
South Florida. Some letters to the Tribune described the report "replete with
generalities", "flimsy", and "composed largely ••• of insinuations"; yet it was
a catalogue of details and well documented. Others called it 11 dishonest"; yet it
was a record of sworn testimony of presumably honest witnesses. Some called the
Committee censors; others wanted to censor the Committee. One wanted to grant
Communists, -vmo deny all freedoms, freedom of speech on the campus. One USF chaplain
(bless him) even wrote that there was no evidence at USF of any anti-religious
atomsphere; yet obscene ( 11 realistic") books and anti-religious books are required
reading at USF.
Dr. John Allen, President of USF, complained that the report was one-sided.
But it was necess arily one-sided because its intent was limited to only the small
per cent of termites in the woodwork of the USF educational beehive.
Dr. Allen said that the purpose of USF was "not to indoctrinate" and that the
report did not show that "faculty members ••• tried to persuade students to deny
their religious convictions". Yet the report did show that there are indoctrinators
on the staff of USF and that they are indeed indoctrinating students. It showed
that one purpose of basic college English at USF was to raise questions of religious
beliefs of students. It also showed that at least one faculty member concurred with
the conclusions of a book which attacked religious dogmas and that students could be
persuaded to deny their religious convictions.
And that the indoctrinators at USF--whose doctrinal disbelief in God is due to
their high gullibility quotient--are effective is borne out qy the general resentment
against the Co~~ttee as expressed b,y the letters to the Tribune from a number of
USF students ( -vmo, ironically, would be quick to assure that their conclusions about
the Committee was a result of independent thought flowering in the sunlight of
acadanic freedom).
·
(8) Teaching Communism. The booklet "Teaching About Communism" issued b,y the
Joint Committee of the American Legion and the National Education Association signalled
that it did not teach ~ Communism is: militant atheism, a war by man on God. (As
the Russian Cosmonaut Popovich said, "I saw no God in space.• Of course, if his
announced space flight was a hoax, as some believe possible, then God did not see
Popovich in space either.) The booklet reminded us that there are •no simple,
permanent, miraculous answers to the problems facing free men in the highly complex,
rapidly changing and frustrating world of the 20th Century • • • • That is, the
problEIIls of the world are ever changing, constantly frustrating, always complicated,
and continually being compounded in complexity: so, folks, expect no miracles, no
easy, permanent solutions to these problems--say, like COIIIIIlunism; for the solution
to problEIIls like Canmunism is, at best, only temporary and may not even existl !verything is Changing, nothing is fixed, and no absolutes--like God--exist: the

(continued)
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TUdstick tor taking the measure of Communism becomes the standard of an
wriggling eel; and we are set free to go bounding after "solutions" down
steps of relativism that lead to that dark ignominious dungeon of fallen
that still creep up from their lair, but only during periods of darkness
they have been condemned for their absurdities by the revealing Light of

elusive
the
philosophies
because
'h!uth.

Only the public can says "I teach, drive trucks, preach the Gospel, pick
truit, dig coal, · raise cattle, build machines, pump oil, grow wheat, make steel • • •
fight wars, die in battle • • • " Then why do so many fail to give the American
public straight talk?

Yours truly,

s:!~~.~~. ~·
·...

February 1, 1962

Dr. John s. Allen, President
The University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida
Dear Dr. Allen,
It occurs to me that those of us whose labors do not demand frequent
personal contact with you have probably been remiss in making known to you
our great admiration for you, and our sincere thanks for the academic
community which you and your staff have been so meticulously constructing
here. Together with most of my ilk, I confess to some diffi~ence about
approaching a gentleman of your obvious ability and integrity, and
embarassing both of us by standing awkwardly and uttering those true
expressions of mature respect which are ordinarily reserved for ones
close personal f~iends or fellow faculty members.
It would seem incumbent, however, in view of the recent activities of
our few irresponsible mavericks, that someone apprise you of the fact that
the great majority of the faculty are not only in complete support of the
work which you have done, but are also blessedly reltived and thankful for
the way in which you are guiding the growth and development of the University.
This does not say that we are all in agreement, either with you, or with
each other, for that, indeed, would be a deadly, dull, and shrinking academic
community. There has, however, been no dearth of opportunity for discussion
and argument within the University, whether it be at Chinsegut, at a chance
meeting with you on the sidewalk somewhere, or at any number of Councils and
Staff meetings. Many of us have been quite outspoken at some of these
meetings concerning our opposition to one idea or another, and it is to your
everlasting credit that you have not only encouraged such opposition, but have,
I honestly believe, attempted to adopt many of the suggestions made, and in
every case where it was obvious that an initial idea was impractical or n~
to the best interests of the University, have reversed your stand. This takes
great integrity, and the kind of honesty that is true himility.
You have created the apparatus for an exciting and stimulating academic
experience, both for the staff and the student body, your principal aides
were carefully selected and have proved worthy, in almost every case beyond
question of doubt, of the trust and faith in which you invested them.
You have represented us with dignity as a scholar, gentleman and administrator,
before the Board of Control, the citizens of the state, and the academic
world at large, and we are proud of you.
This is enough verbiage and guff to make both of us sick, but it is
sincere. Forsaking the questiona•le rewards of flattery, I remain,
Sincerely yours,
by Anonymous

JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY
Jacksonville 0 Pl ac
November 7 o 1962
- Statement by the President of Jacksonville University
Franklyn Ao Johnson
1.

I fully endorse 0 both personally and professionally 0 'the Statement
of the Pacul ty and Administration of Jacksonville University in
relation to recent actions of the Florida Board of Control.
(J

2.

conclusions are based upon lengthy soul-searching 0 as well as
over ten years of service as a Florida scho l ar 0 professor 0 administrator0 and participant in state and local business and nonprofit activities alikeo They are also based upon past years•
observation of t:he damage done to universities by self-appointed
censorso bookburners and ba.:i.liffs of thought. A few years earlier
I joined several other American patriots in D-Day and other assaults 0
in order to preserve American freedom.
My

3o .. Responsible academic freedan is a key part of the heritage of our

nation •s 11bert1es o vigilantly fought for since colonial days o I
did ~ fight in order tha.t sane crippling form of political o social 0
religious or literary party line and indoCtrination might be
fastened upon this ·"state's young people and the faculties teaching them .
4..

. Being close to students, I do not share the lack of confidence in
our young people by men of little faith. our Florida_university
students will p.oif be corrupted by new ideas 0 or by wha~ is today
called "literature 0 '' o r by an occasional speaker with ~an virtually
all of us would disagree. If we have not confidence i~ these
young Floridians 0 all talk of building "a great. university system"
is hollow 0 and we may as well resign ourselves to state and private
universities alike of mediocrity and declinee

5.

As with law and medicine" the responsibility for professional
standards to protect the public in my profession must rest w1 th

the professionals -- the faculties and aCJministrations of the
universities.

JACI<SONVILLE UNIVERSI'l'Y

Jacksonville 8 Fla.
November 7 0 1962
Resolution on Academic Freedom adopted by an overWhelming
majority of the Jacks onvi lle University Faculty and Adminis t r ati one
1. The time-tried principles of academic freedom and responsi bilit y 0 the
basis of all quality higher eaucation 0 are threatened i n Florida. Although
the t a r gets at the moment a r e the selection of pro fesso~s and students o
and the professi onal selection by state university profess ors of t each i ng
and research materials in their fields 0 thos e seeki~g t o censor and control
our teaching and research may next tum upon the f aculties of the i n....
dependent and churCh-related institutions of Florida.

J

2. · we 9 the Jacksonville Uni.versity Pacult.y and Administrationotherefore
state our full confidence in the professional integritya devotion o and
ability of the faculties of the state universities to ~elect their o~
teaching and research materials in their fields 0 specifically including
the faculty of the University of South Florida now under attack.
Although not a part of the state university systeme we acknowledge
~e impact upon us and upon all Florida colleges and universities of
the policies and principles in practice at our great state universi ties.
3.

4.

Upon the basis of published fac1:8 6 it appears to us that academic

freedom bas been violated. we suongly protest the sus pension of
faculty members of any institution without due process.
we strongly
urge immediate cessation of these attacks, and the revocation or at
least severe modification of the Board of Control regulationso as
published in the t.rame Tribune of October 22 e 1962 ..
we wish to add our support to action taken by faculty bodies
at the state universities 0 and do therefore endorse the resolution
of the University of Florida Chapter of the AAUP and that of the
5.

Faculty Senate at Plorida State University 0 both adopted on November

2ol962~

e- ·-- -

~ EPORT

AND RESOLUTION

Tampa Area AAUW Study of Aspects of Academi'c Freedom and
of Legisl a tive Investi ~ ation of Florida Universities

I.

II.

REPOHT. Attache d is a summax>;:r o:r an inquiry into the status of academic
fr•ee':iom, in the Ta.--npa. area, made by a joint committee on legislation and
higher education .. It contaJ.ns a chronolon;ical log of major editorials
and university a n d le g islative committee actions, from Nay 18, 1962, to
tht~ pr>esent date.
At t ached a l so are editorials and docmnents \vhich .form
the basis o f referenc es in the following resolutions:
RESOLUTIONS:

Hhe!:~:
The p olicy of The
.:n-e ~nbers from only tho s e

American Association of University Women seeks

uni versi ties of hi gh st and ing, in five specific

categorles, the first four of which depend on the fifth, vJhich res.ds:

..

·

"Whereas:

'fhe Ass ociat:ton e xp ects that an in~~ ·c i tution Hill in no
case sacrifice t h e mor al fun ction and individual integrity
of it s f a cu lty and staff to any economic, political, or
doctrinal e nd;
Among the many statements or a cademic freedom, the follm·Iing is a
plausible v.JCrking definition:
Academic Freedo m· is the right of students, teachers, administr>ators, and execut 1ve boards to responsible and inv1ola.te self-direction a nd function \vi thin their social,
academic, a:nd r,over·nrnental COIT'...rtlU.ni ties.
It is tr..o rir.::ht of students to encounter, in competent
toachJ.ng anciTynwiiYcinf ellectual climate, the arts and
controversial i d e a s of the past and. to compare them
critically -...Jith the arts a.ncl controversial ideas of the
present.

It i s th e rd;Q·ht of t eachers to select and present materials
best suited~studenf- maturity and the level of each cour•se
and to judge those rrm tei'ials by the disciplines, ethics, and
lnte g ri tie s of t h eir 0\-11'1 profess ion ..
It :i.s the !.'.?.:.39-!. o .f~ adrl}._b'}.:i.s 1~ :t'at_?~. to . rnainta~n the intel "·
lectual environm.ent; to est ab l ish and c oord:tna.te programs
of study; and to u.se tr td.n,'3d judgment of personnel in the
a sslgnment of du t:i.e s .snd the e mployment of teachers and
staff,.
It is the TJ.~h~. 2.%L ~CY.-~~-iv~- P.E~·ds to for·I?ulate gen?ral
policies; t o act as f:tducia.ries for aeadem~c. ~~e~l-be~ng;
to usa pr of essiona l criterial of con~e tence 1n ~h~ selection of administrators; &..nd to tJ,o..1§:. ~ trust for tne E~l"t;>:.
lie £9.!!}!!1Un~ty i ~ ~ r~~;.o~t ~o edu.cati~n untrar~el~d ..,2X-.E?;~~-~- .
_9a.l ~_xEedh_onc;r, fflCtJ.ona. J. cem.:.~r sh1p,, £!:.. ~~?:E-d uunst~ ~
Hhereas:
Th~ Legislative Investi gat ing comrni ttee, appointed undeft H~us~
- - Bill No ., 1116~ ap prove d Hay 2 3 , 1961 ( popular ~y h.~O~'l -~~ t~e Jo ns
Commit to efl} appears t 0 have ( 1) oxc neded it :: JU;'~;:;d1C~J_On cl.nder ~
questi onable enabloment; (2 ) pe :;-:>f'ormod its :c unct:aon WJ..th arbitra:ry~ 1
extra-legal methods 8 :,1 d int ent~on~ and ( 3). coerced the, function a l anu
f ree autonomy of the t otal acadom~c com\~tHlJ.ty, compose~ 0 ~ . students, e
fac u lty_, administr ators, e:xecut ~.ve b o arc1 ,.,~embers~ and ·~ i t:tzens of th
State of P1orida, i n th e fo llovn.ng s peciT ... c 1-1ays ·

2.

A.

Imablement
1.

House Bill No. 1116, approved r-!ay 23, 1961, is a blanket and loose ly
-vmrded a.c~ of ena~lemont . I t is particularly fa.ul ty in Section 3 ( 2).,
This sect~on is e1ther a blunt, legislative direction to the Florida
Circuit Courts to hear petitions and adrainister punishments with l ass
than judicial impartiality, or it ts a clever "name~callingn -- a
mention of the cj,rcu:tt court to suggest that its dignity and force
will compel subservienc e to a quasi-judicial legislative committee.
Either is an apparent legi s lative inv asion of the jtl.dicial branch
of the state gover nment q

2.

House Bill No. 1116 al l oc ates a blanket $75,000 of state rnonies, with
n o provision .for the type of nudit of their d:tsbursemcnt that would
foster economy and c ogent direction.

The Legislative Imresti p;atin g Committee has exceeded, or abused, the
intent and scope of i ts en ablemcnt in these, $rnong other, particulars:
1~

One or the purpose s for r•e-estab l i shing the Committee was the state ment that prior committee rep orts "disclose a great abuse of the
judicial processes in th e Court s of Florida." Evidence gathered by
AAUW study strongly indicates that jud:tcial proce sses '.-/ere abuse d
by the Committ ee itself~ in these respects:

a.

Suborning of' vli tnes se s; thePe are ind ications of a series of
inducements to witne sses , within the nature of bribery and/or
purcha sed information .
Edi tine of t ·a.s t imcny; and Pelyi ng on hearsay evidence.

c ..

Asking leading questions a.n.d intimidating witnesses, many of
them students inexperienced tn such show-of-authority and
fri ghtened by the qua si-judicial trappings.

d ..

Taking of secret tes t imony, at committee headquarters, in a.
lUXUI'Y motel .

e.

r.wt:Lng in the dual capaci ty of prosecutor-and- judge; and
a ccusing , \.v ithout a clear. stat ement of what the accusation
compri sed or by whm11 it h ad b een ma.de.

.f'. ..

Slanting and editing a final report , delivered to newspapers
before uni ve:rs i ty au t horities or their board of control ha.d
seen it ~ HE.1lcinf; thi s f i nal report; virtually a prosecu.tort s
case (not an impartial statement of findings) and permittin..g
univer~d ty a'\..:. thorit ·~ e s n.c · opportunity to reply, before the
report became public kno1-Iledge .

g.

2 ..

Employing~ a t a cos t of gh7:500 a year, a. chief' investigator>
whose untrained methods sugges ted coerc~on.

·House Bill No~ 1116" Section 2 , ~i~ec-ts inve,stig~tion .~or _ the "wel~ ~·
being" of t he "ma jority of the CJ.t~zens of tnis ~t a te.
ln folJ.o~"'·
ing the 1>eque st of its most acti va supporters ~d o~ those.· who mo ... "'
desired an inves tigati on , the Co mmittee act ed upon the adv~c e of a.
relatively small group of people in the ;rampa area.
House Bill No. 1116, Section 2: direct ? the Cow.rnit~ee to investigate
the nextont of inf:Lltr·at lon. :i.nto agen~:1es suppo~~eQ ?Y st~te iund.s
by practicing homosexuals., 11 'l'he Comnattee repo.cted incon\..lus ve

).
eviden~e of "pract icing'homosoxuals, in its j_nvestigation of
th~ UnJ.versity ?f South Florida.. However, it so dwelt upon
th.J.s aspect of J. ts enablement as to mPJce of ''homosexuality" a
common ne~.rspaper word; as to direct, E_er force, the attention.
of ~tudents to i mplications of the word; as to- use its own immun~ty to prosecu tion for libel to create in several instanc es
a tenuous and unproved homosexual "smaar."

4.

·..

c..

House Bi1J. No. 1116 has n o env.blement for the investigation of the
general ethical standards of profc-1ss ors and other groups ; of the
absence~ or presence, o f relig:i.ous instruction in the schools· or
of the textual ma teri8J. s and methods. The Committee soent th~ bulk
of_its ~i me~ in Tampa, looking into the morals of professors at the
UnJ.~e:s:-t y of South Florida, .judging morals and ethics by its own
defJ.nJ. t:ton; studyj.ng and condemn ing the content of reputable texts
generally taua;ht in accred:i. ted un iversities; probing the presence,
or absen c e, of religious tone in classes and texts, again accord:J.ng to .its own definition of religious ton.e.

5.

House Bi ll No " 1116, Section 2: authorizes an investigation of persons or groups -v.;hose princi ple s or activities advocate, or cunstitute , v1olenc(;:. ~~ho Comrnitte e a s sumed, from the s ornev1hat confused
original of this statement, a right to search for presumed com~
nmnists in the un i versi tie 3 and a right to use al"bi trary and coercive
methods ... _ appare ntly •.Jith much Haste of money and no t an g ible results ..

6.

House Bill No~ 1116 spec:i.fics.lly states that all Committee inquiry
shall h ave 11 the purpose o.f repo r ting to this legislature ," so ··that
the Legislature may correct ~~~~y abuses against the peace and dignity of the s tate. 11 The Commit t ·ee reportecl eli r•ectly and initially
to the public prf!s s, its retort compos e d of testimony slanted tm.rard
sensational stat ement. 'l'he Cmn.n1i ttea , in this and in its flamboyant
conduct a t the H·.wa iian Vi llage and on the campus of the University
of South Florida, cre a t ed a circus atmosphere inimical to the pe ace
and dignity of t he stat e and, at examination-time, hlghly inimical
to the dignity of the e '.lcationa.J. p roc ess and the morale of facul ty :
student sJ and administr e.t ors &like. 1:he enabling act se ts the function of the Committee as one of investi gation and rePort. In statements to the press, Commi ttee spokesmen · apparently assu.med a pun:i.tive
authority ., calling for punishments based upon the Committee's unproved and unans>; ered pro~:~o cutions nnd juclgments. Thls c a lling for
specific a ction n it s findings wa s further evidence of a prosecutor~a intent ion .

Violations of

tl~ F'r~2_

Autonomy of the Acad emi c Com.tnunity:

l .

Freedo~

of f~tud e 1~ts. 'l'ho students 1 r1ght to an int e lJ.e ctue l cl imate
and t o free inspe ct:lon of arts and ideas 1--1as cavaLierly treated by
t~1e Cornroi tt clo ~
I t cocrc er} ii! nd fr·i ghtened and angered them, in :i.ts
interruPtion of the ir stu dies . It threatened the competenc e of
their teachers, 1-:i th n similar lowering of morale. It set J. tself
a s a c ensor ing board over thd.r texts and class rooms, with a co nsequent redu c ine of t he ir co nfidence in t h e quality of their instl'uc tion. It c ::1.1.:tsed. th eir par•ents a bcHildered and ser•lous question as
to the v alue of the ir instruct i on . The Co~mittee seemingly requi re d
that s p ecific "ua ckaged" H.nd do ctrinal ideas be presented, exclusi vel.y; and it ~ompared the B5.b l e to c'..lrront science text:.i : to t he
detriment of both.

2.

Freedom of :facl!Jty. The Committee , by its ce ns orship , CBtegorical J.y
denied t he right of t he fHcul ty t o seJe ct its textual msterlals and
instructional rne thods.
It accused those fae: u1 ty members not co ~J. -·
:Cor•milw· to sne ci f lc doctrinal i dea of a.n j_rm'J'!ora.l i nfluence on students ~nd o{ other e orr,J.p t i ons of' faculty and stude nt integrities o

.

"

'

h.
3.

Freedom of the Board of_ ControL rrhe Committee usurped the execut i ve functj.on of e valua t ing faculty and curricula. Thus it distur•bed t he entire system of colleges and universities throughout
t he State of Florida ; and its act ivities became such a cause
c e lebre nationally as to t hreat e n tho advent of good professors to
Florida.. r•'t.l.rtherrnore, it brought subtle coercion on the Board of
Control, by unfavorable steter.1ents to the press, \-.ri th the subsequent reduction of Florida presti ge among educ a tors of national
repute ..

...
...

Freedom of Administrators . The Committee harried administrators
during the difficult transition from a sew~ster to a trimester
system. At a time when all were working at full diligence, it
induced a tremendous tens i on throughout the entire academic comnrunity. It preempted aspects of' a dministration, including those
of selecting cours es and programs a.nd of governing teachers and
staff. It claimed, by vociferous implication, an authority over
tbe university itself. It d i ss eminated to t~e public such distorted images of teachers and adminj.strators as to threaten the
r e cruitment of superior students and faculty; and it did so at
t h e normal recruitment t ime.

:::> ·

r'

Freedom of Citizens of t he ~, tat e o f Florida. The Committee abused
the rightof the citizemof Flor ida to universities of highes t
quality. Its sensat ional newsp ape r comx.1ents threatened to destroy
so~e of the pub l i c conf idence in existin,r; institutions .
It r aised
implicat i ons that were , :i.n thomse l ves, a sowing of ctissension which
clouded tbe d ignified and intellectu a l environ.ment that the citizens
h a ve a right to expe ct :tn their unlversities. They could well ask
i f the attack on un ive rs i ty prest i ge and authority had a possible
po litic al interest bebir~ its apparent action.

6.

Freedom of t h e Total Ac ademic Community. The Commlttee, in total
effect, so invade d a new univer s ity as to menace this schoolts
accreditation by t he Southern As s oci ation of Colleges and Schoolsa
It caused investig ations of matters ultimately attributable to Committe e i ns tigation, on the part of' :r• eputablo a.nd nati onal educational
organizat i ons ..

TEEREI•'O RE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT:
A..

In the opinion o f the Tampa Branch o f t he American Association of
University ',.Jomen, t he Leg:tsl Rtive Inves t igating Committee, enabled und e r
House Bil l 1116 ; approved :Hay 23 , '1 961, v1ola ted academic freed om:- to the
considerable harm of the universiti e s an d colleges of Florida; and it
wasted public monies in so doing . Its efforts a.t censorship were a
1 :1.mi ting of tho citizens 1 righ t to h i ghe r education, based on free inquiry -vJi thin re s ponsi b1e and p rofe ssional standards. I n its 11 s me ar 11
haras sment of academic pe r sonnel, i t re l i ed: to all appearance s , upon
it s le g i s lative i ~·rmrun i ty to suit s .for libe l.

B.

I n view of the evidenc e of su ch we.s t e d expenditure, u ,:.: urped po~o1er" and
ques tionable motive, tr1e T <~ ~~~"l"; s Br·anch of the 1\AU\v recommend s that s erious thought be given to dis co ntinuing the pres e nt legisl ative investigating conm1ittee. It fur t her re co w~ends tha t any oversight the legisl a ture may •·d sh t o e x erc ise b e cond'J. c t ed \ofi th ( 1) attention to the
general e conomy net" urged for schoo ls and othe r agencies of the state;
(2) provi sion for aud it of fu nds dL.bur sed by an a ppropriate state
agency; ( 3) clear delimitati on of t h e extent to which general mo:r:' a ls _,.
e thi cs, religi ous bel iefs and pract i c es are to be revieli<red.

. "'

oil

Co

The Tampa Branch of the AA~/ advocat es a careful reexamination by
state legislators (1) of the methods used by the present and past
legislative investigat ing cornmitte es ; (2) of the positive results
they have obtained as compared with their total potential harm to
universities and other groups; (3) of the public monies spent by
such committees as we ighed against t heir total accomplishment; and
(4) of their possible political and doctrinal motivations for investigative action.

D.

The Tampa Rranch of t he AAUW emphat i cally supports the right of an
ac ademic community, subject to its Board of Control, to set its own
standard s; to make it s own checks-and-bal ance s; to be responsible
for its own inner policies and disc i plines and curricula; and to be
free from co erci on by groups with "rightest, 11 uleftist," or other
ext re mis t, incl ination.

Eo

·~e

Tampa Branch of t h e AA~N urges that the Board of Control is the
duly constitute d execu tive authority for the governing of Florida
State Universities; the inve~tigating of complaints; and the safe guarding of academic freedom. It deplores the extent to which poli tical and doctrinal a lms have entered into the investigation of schools;
and it endorses the complete severance of politics, real or concealed,
in the administration of universities and their funds:-- -

F.

The Tampa Branch of the AAUW believe s that such trained professional
groups as the Southern Association of Colle ges and Schools are best
qualified to evaluate classroom materials and programs of instruction.

G.

The Tampa Branch of the AAUW supports academic freedom and its collateral
atmosphere of professional dignity, responsibility, and scholarly disci .
plines based on im1er worth, as contrasted with a climate of raucous and
carnival invasion~

, I'

•

•

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN
TAMPA, FLORIDA BRANCH

April 8, 196)
Dr. John Allen, Presi dent
Univer sity of South Florida
4202 Fowler Ave.
Tampa, Fla..
Dear Dr . Allen,
The thought occurred to me that you might not have receiv~ d one
of the T.wmpa Branch reports on thei r recent study of what seemed to be
a violation of academic freedom at the Florida s tate universities by the
so called "Johna 1 Committee." Actually, you should have been one of the
fir et to receive a copy of our report. Our Branch is very pleased with
the outcome of our s t udy . I might sa t hat t his study was ureed by the
Board of Dire ctors of the Florida i vision of AAJJW at the ir January meetin& in Gai nuville, follo\ving a recommenda tion from the chairman of higher
education and the chairman of legislation. All 29 Branches in Florida
have been making a "depth" study (our favorite word, as be believe so
firmly in studying every posaible side to a questi on before making up our
mi nds , or coming out with any s tatements ) and we, in Tampa, did tak it
seriously. All 211 members were invited to participate . There \'Tere 14
who attended all sessions. Every possible bit of information a vailable
waa atudied, evaluated, and used in its proper place i n order to make our
final recommendations. The report is enclosed.
The committee c hairman on highe r education pre sented the report
a.t our gene ral meeting (Mar.l6) at which there were 101 present. Each wa.a
given a copy. The r port waa read aloud in its entiretty. The group accepted
it unanimously. We have been very pleased with the publicity given in
newspaper, radio, and television. The latest report is that the Florida
Division of AAUW ( that is , the s t ate AAUW) plane to use the report as ita
re commendation.
We are proud of the obj ective, unbiased, and well informed way in
vthich we have attempted to !09.ke this study. We believe it was thorough,
conduc ted in a. dignity 11 AAUW 11 way, and a ·credit to our Braneh. It could
ne ver have been accomplished without the l eade rship present in that committee. Among them were Dr . 1axine MacKay, Dr . argaret Fisher, and Dr.
Lucille Foutz, all affiliated with the University of South Florida. We
have been very fortunate to have them as members of the AAUW Branch in
Tampa. Through this study on Ac~demic Freedom, we have learned to know
them better, as w 11 aa benefit from the ir gifted minds and advanced
learning. It is through such opportunities as these that Tampa. rea lizes
again how advantageous it for us to have an i nstitution of higher l earning
in this area .

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN
TAMPA, FLORIDA BRANCH

You will be i n tere sted in knowing t hat the Tampa Branch report
was eent to all Florida AAUW Branches. The s tate chainman of highsr
education, as wall as ths .state cha irman on legislation, thought this
would spur them on to a study of their own. Also copies were given to
all ~embers of the Florida Legislative body. We believe that many
personal letters and wires will come to them from AAUW members and their
families and friends.
This study has been a great challenge to us because , first of all ,
we believe in the Univers ity of South Florida. Sam Gibbons and his wife
attended one of our gene ral meetings many years ago , when he was t he
gues t speaker on the subject of a state university in this area. That was
lo~g before the site was settled.
It sounded like a wonderful dream then,
and it still is.
An educa tional vi sion vvhich has become an i nsp iration~
Then, we were challenged beca use acad ~mic freedom is very important
to the AAUW. One of the stan ar a for an ins t itution to be on the approved
lis t for AAUW membe r ship is a" The Association expects that an institution wi ll
in no case sacrifice the moral freedom and indivi dual integrity of members
of ita faculty and staff to any economic, political9 or doctrinal end."
If our organization may be of any fur the r he lp to yo ur i nstitution ,
we shall be honored to be calle d upon.

Ve ry 1 t r ul y yours ,

~;'~~ _

.? ( )

~~./(0~
rs . Fred J. Hohnadel
Presi dent, Tampa Branch, AAUW
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